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Sammanfattning

Extern strålbehandling med proton- och jonstrålar kräver noggranna verktyg
för dosimetrisk karakterisering av strålfälten. Monte Carlo (MC)-program för
partikeltransport, t.ex. FLUKA och GEANT4, kan utgöra en värdefull metod
för att öka noggrannheten i dosberäkningar och för att stödja olika aspekter av
jonstrålterapi, som dosplanering och behandlingsövervakning. En av förutsät-
tningarna för sådana tillämpningar är att MC-programmen kan modellera rel-
evanta fysikaliska processer tillförlitligt och noggrant. Som ett första fokus i
avhandlingen utvecklas och utvärderas de fysikaliska modellerna för jonstrål-
terapi i MC-programmen och valideras mot experimentella data. Lämpliga
modeller och konfigurationer i MC-koderna för jonstrålbehandling kan därmed
fastställas. Noggrannheten i hur MC-koderna FLUKA och GEANT4 beskriver
nukleära fragmenteringsprocesser och produktion av sekundära laddade kärn-
fragment undersöks för strålbehandling med koljoner. Förmågan hos MC-
koden FLUKA att beskriva egenskaperna hos blandade strålfält skapade av
jonstrålar studeras också genom att simulera mikrodosimetriska storheter hos
jonstrålar och sedan jämföra med experimentella data. En korrekt beskrivn-
ing av mikrodosimetriska storheter är viktig för att förutsäga den biologiska
effektiviteten hos partikelstrålar.

Vidare har två modeller som beskriver Compton-spridning och transport av
två gammafotoner skapade genom annihilering av positroner i vila utvecklats,
validerats och integrerats i FLUKA modellerna. En detaljerad beskrivning av
båda dessa processer är viktig för en noggrann simulering av positronemis-
sionstomografi (PET) och prompt gamma-avbildning. Dessa tekniker utgör al-
ternativ för att, i klinisk drift, övervaka dosfördelningen vid cancerbehandling
med jonstrålar.

Den andra inriktningen av avhandlingen är att bidra till utvecklingen av
ett MC-dosplaneringsverktyg för protoner och joner med atomnummer Z ≤ 8,
baserat på FLUKA. Till skillnad från tidigare kliniska FLUKA-baserade MC
implementationer för jonterapi där redan färdiga dosplaner simuleras, möjlig-
gör det utvecklade verktyget att optimering av absorberad dos och RBE-viktad
dos görs samtidigt. I avhandlingen undersöks robustheten i jonstrålfält med
avseende på osäkerheter i RBE-värden, samtidigt som olika optimeringsstrate-
gier jämförs.



Abstract

External radiotherapy with proton and ion beams needs accurate tools for the
dosimetric characterization of treatment fields. Monte Carlo (MC) particle
transport codes, such as FLUKA and GEANT4, can be a valuable method to
increase accuracy of dose calculations and to support various aspects of ion
beam therapy, such as treatment planning and treatment monitoring. One of
the prerequisites for such applications is however that the MC codes are able
to model reliably and accurately the relevant physics processes. As a first focus
of this thesis work, physics models of MC codes with importance for ion beam
therapy are developed and validated with experimental data. As a result suit-
able models and code configurations for applications in ion beam therapy are
established. The accuracy of the MC codes FLUKA and GEANT4 in describ-
ing nuclear fragmentation processes and the production of secondary charged
nuclear fragments is investigated for carbon ion therapy. As a complementary
approach to evaluate the capability of the MC code FLUKA to describe the
characteristics of mixed radiation fields created by ion beams, simulated mi-
crodosimetric quantities for ion beams are compared with experimental data.
The correct description of microdosimetric quantities is also important when
they are used to predict values of relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for
ion beams.

Furthermore, two models describing Compton scattering and the acollinear-
ity of two-quanta positron annihilation at rest in media were developed, vali-
dated and integrated as native models in FLUKA. The detailed description of
these processes is important for an accurate simulation of positron emission
tomography (PET) and prompt-γ imaging. Both techniques are candidates to
be used in clinical routine to monitor dose administration during cancer treat-
ments with ion beam therapy.

The second objective of this thesis is to contribute to the development of
a MC-based treatment planning tool for protons and ions with atomic num-
ber Z ≤ 8 using FLUKA. In contrast to previous clinical FLUKA-based MC
implementations for ion beam therapy which only re-calculate a given treat-
ment plan, the developed prototype features inverse optimization of absorbed
dose and RBE-weighted dose for single fields and simultaneous multiple-field
optimization for realistic treatment conditions. In a study using this newly-
developed tool, the robustness of ion therapy treatment fields to uncertainties
in the prediction of RBE values is investigated, while comparing different op-
timization strategies.
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1. Project context

1.1 Cancer treatment with ion beams

The probability of dying from a cancer (cause of death) is about 25% in in-
dustrialized countries (IAEA, 2008; Jemal et al., 2008). Radiotherapy is, to-
gether with surgery, the most successful and most frequently-used treatment
for cancer, with more than 50% of all cancer patients being treated with ra-
diotherapy in industrialized countries (sometimes in combination with other
treatment modalities) (IAEA, 2008). The aim of curative radiotherapy is to de-
liver an amount of radiation dose to solid tumours that causes reproductive cell
death to all cancer stem cells. However, achievable tumour doses are generally
limited by radiosensitive organs and normal tissues surrounding the tumour.
External radiotherapy with protons and ions, so-called hadron therapy or ion
beam therapy, is becoming increasingly used in recent years with an ever grow-
ing number of treatment facilities being operational or in construction, see fig-
ure 1.1. This can mostly be attributed to the fact that ion beam therapy allows
to target the tumour effectively while sparing surrounding normal tissues.
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1.1. CANCER TREATMENT WITH ION BEAMS

1.1.1 Physical and biological aspects

The main advantage of protons and light ions (atomic number Z . 8) compared
to conventional radiation (photons and electrons) when used for radiotherapy is
their inverse depth-dose profile, known as Bragg curve, which allows to place
the highest energy release per path length (i.e. stopping power) just before
stopping, inside the tumour. Furthermore, the increased mass of ions results,
compared to light charged particles, such as electrons, in substantially reduced
multiple Coulomb scattering and leads to an improved lateral dose-gradient as
well as well-defined particle ranges connected with a sharp dose fall-off when
stopping. This allows to deliver treatments with lower integral doses to the
patient for the same or an escalated dose in the tumour (St. Clair et al., 2004;
Widesott et al., 2011). Apart from the already mentioned features of the dose
profile which are mainly due to electromagnetic processes, nuclear fragmenta-
tion reactions, leading to the production of energetic secondary fragments with
charges lower or equal to the charge of the primary beam particles, have an im-
portant impact on the dose profiles and radiation fields created by ion beams.
Figure 1.2 shows the primary and charged fragment yields versus depth, the
so-called attenuation and build-up curves, for a carbon ion beam initially at
400MeV per nucleon for water, water-equivalent bone, and water-equivalent
air. The contribution of fluences of charged secondary fragments to the ra-
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Figure 1.2: Fragment yields of hydrogen, helium, lithium, beryllium, boron,
and carbon ions versus depth as a fraction of primary carbon ions initially at
400MeV per nucleon. Fragment yields for the materials water (solid lines), air
(dashed lines), and cortical bone (dotted lines) with water-equivalent densities
are presented. The inelastic scattering length for carbon ions in water-equivalent
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CHAPTER 1. PROJECT CONTEXT

diation field of an ion beam increases with increasing ion mass and atomic
number Z (see chapter 2). Secondary charged fragments lead to a significant
alteration of the dose profile and give rise to the characteristic ‘fragment tail’
observed for ions with Z ≥ 2 (see also figure 1.3) and a slightly increased an-
gular spread. Far travelling neutrons and light charged fragments produced in
nuclear interactions are the main origin of out-of-field doses and are of impor-
tance for studies assessing the secondary cancer risk of ion beams (Hultqvist
et al., 2010; Jarlskog and Paganetti, 2008b; Yonai et al., 2012).

In addition to the advantageous physical properties, an increased biological
effectiveness at depths close to the Bragg peak is the main asset for using ions
heavier than protons, that are in terms of clinical experience most notably car-
bon ions. Photon and electron beams are sparsely ionizing and exhibit an ap-
proximately uniform radiation quality in the patient when used therapeutically.
This leads to a uniform biological effectiveness for a given biological system
and end-point (for instance cell surviving fraction) throughout the treatment
field for the same absorbed dose Dabs levels. Instead, low-energy ions with a
high linear energy transfer (LET) are considered to be densely ionizing. They
cause more severe and complex damages to cells for the same absorbed dose
compared to low-LET or sparsely ionizing radiation. The difference in bio-
logical effectiveness of a type of radiation (Dtest) with respect to a reference
radiation (Dref), which is normally taken to be 60Co γ rays (IAEA, 2008), is
described by the concept of relative biological effectiveness (RBE), defined as
the absorbed dose ratio of both radiations which achieve in a biological system
for a given end-point an isoeffect

WRBE =

(
Dref

Dtest

)
isoeffect

. (1.1)

Since these RBE values can vary strongly for ions as a function of depth, ab-
sorbed dose Dabs in a given region is no longer an adequate measure for such
radiation to evaluate the expected effect of a patient treatment and is replaced
by RBE-weighted dose

DRBE =WRBE ·Dabs . (1.2)

RBE values for protons are generally approximated for clinical purposes
by a constant RBE of 1.0 or 1.1 for the whole treatment field (IAEA, 2008;
ICRU 78, 2007) as they are varying to a lesser degree for proton fields com-
pared to fields delivered with higher-Z ions. While this may be a clinically
acceptable approximation for proton beams, it is clearly not advisable for car-
bon ion beams which exhibit a much stronger RBE increase towards the end
of their ranges. Figure 1.3 shows the typical features of a spread-out Bragg
peak (SOBP) used for treating patients with carbon ions. The RBE varies no-
tably over the treatment volume and increases towards the distal edge of the

3



1.1. CANCER TREATMENT WITH ION BEAMS

SOBP. To compensate for this increase, a lower absorbed dose is given towards
the distal end of the SOBP in order to achieve a constant RBE-weighted dose
in the treatment volume. This makes a systematic derivation of RBE values

Figure 1.3: Absorbed dose Dabs, RBE WRBE and RBE-weighted dose (biological
dose) DRBE for a SOBP created with carbon ions. The RBE was calculated for
human salivary gland cells with respect to cell survival. The ‘fragment tail’,
created by long-ranged charged nuclear fragments, is marked with an arrow.

necessary for the clinical application of carbon ions.
The two RBE models which are currently the most advanced for their clin-

ical application to patient treatment with scanned carbon ions are the local
effect model (LEM) which was developed by Scholz and co-workers (Elsässer
et al., 2010; Scholz et al., 1997) and the microdosimetric kinetic model (MKM)
(Hawkins, 1994, 2004). By assuming a target geometry and accounting for the
radiation track structure, both of the models aim to translate a given response
of a biological system to photon radiation to a response to ion radiation with a
restricted number of parameters. Although both models are based on the same
principal constituents, the translation approach is largely different. For a more
detailed description of the MKM see section 3.4.

1.1.2 Clinical aspects and status

Depending on the site and tumour target, proton therapy is applied with dif-
ferent treatment objectives. These include currently the following: ablative
therapy1, organ preservation therapy (i.e. most notably choroidal melanoma),
dose escalation around critical structures, and reduction in acute and long-term
morbidity (Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 2). The last point includes importantly pae-
diatric tumours, where integral dose reduction in normal tissues is of major

1Ablative intent with single or hypofractionated therapy.
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CHAPTER 1. PROJECT CONTEXT

concern to reduce both acute and long-term toxicities (Hall, 2006; Merchant,
2009; St. Clair et al., 2004).

Light ions with 1 < Z . 8 exhibit compared with protons a notably en-
hanced radiobiological effectiveness in the tumour region due to their higher
LET. This is advantageous, especially for treating radio-resistant hypoxic tu-
mours. Moreover, they possess a reduced penumbra which translates in a
sharper lateral dose fall-off. Currently, most clinical experience for ions with
Z > 1 exists for carbon ions. Carbon ions and protons are used for simi-
lar indications. In clinics, carbon ions and protons are applied to skull-base
chordomas and chondrosarcomas, uveal melanomas, head and neck cancers,
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), liver tumours, prostate carcinomas and
renal-cell carcinomas (Linz et al., 2012; Okada et al., 2010; Schulz-Ertner,
2009). According to a recent study, current clinical data does not allow to de-
termine the clinical efficacy of carbon ion therapy compared with proton ther-
apy yet (Suit et al., 2010). This is principally due to different dose fractionation
schemes which are used. Randomized trials evaluating efficacy of proton and
carbon ion treatments for chondrosarcomas, chordomas and prostate cancers
are ongoing (Combs et al., 2010).

The potential use of ion beam therapy for treating non-cancerous disor-
ders, such as trigeminal neuralgia, arterial aneurism, atrial fibrillation, renal
sympathetic denervation, and arteriovenous malformations (AVM), is investi-
gated (Bert et al., 2012). For such treatments, the Bragg peak of particle beams
is used as ‘remote scalpel’ for radiosurgery. The treatment of AVM with pro-
tons has been performed by several proton therapy centres (Bert et al., 2012).
Photon beams are already applied for the treatment of such non-cancerous dis-
orders.

With in total about 100 000 patients treated (as of 2012, see also figure 1.1),
ion beam therapy is, since the establishment of the first hospital-based treat-
ment facility in the early 90’s, still an exotic treatment form. This can mainly
be attributed to the technical challenges which result in a considerable com-
plexity of the treatment delivery, necessitating specifically trained personnel
as well as a larger initial investment and maintenance cost of ion beam therapy
facilities compared to conventional radiotherapy, that is mostly Megavoltage
(MV)-photon radiotherapy (Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 3). For radiotherapy with
ions heavier than protons, a notably different radiation quality, compared to
sparsely ionizing radiation for which most clinical experience exists, and the
strong variation of the radiation quality in the treatment field (mostly as a func-
tion of depth) poses an additional challenge and complication for appropriate
clinical application. On the other hand, clinical results of ion beam therapy
are promising, particularly for paediatric patients and for inoperable locally-
advanced and radio-resistant tumours which are often considered incurable.
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1.1. CANCER TREATMENT WITH ION BEAMS

Epidemiological studies estimate that ion beam therapy is beneficial for a cer-
tain fraction of cancer treatments (e.g. ENLIGHT1 studies: Baron et al., 2004;
Mayer et al., 2004; Orecchia et al., 2004).

1.1.3 Accelerators and beam delivery techniques

Accelerators designed for the delivery of radiotherapy treatments have the fo-
cus set on the reliability of the operation, beam control, maximum time of
beam availability, and low maintenance. All these are key points for treat-
ing patients safely, effectively and efficiently in a clinical environment. In
contrast, accelerators which are used primarily for research purposes, as were
used for many ion beam therapy pilot projects, are generally designed with a
focus on a maximum flexibility of the machine. Therapeutically-used energies
for protons are usually between 50 and 250 MeV. For carbon ions, energies
used for patient treatment are between 80 and 400 MeV per nucleon. Beam
intensities for treatment are generally in the range of 1 · 106 to 4 · 1010 par-
ticles per second (synchrotron). Accelerators used for treatment delivery en-
compass both cyclotrons and synchrotrons of typical diameter ranges between
5-25 m for proton and carbon ion beams. Cyclotrons have a stable and easily
adjustable beam intensity and are generally considered to be easy-to-operate,
reliable and compact. However, they have a fixed extraction energy and the
beam energy variation for treatments is currently only achieved by passive de-
grading systems in the beam line. Apart from the problem of unwanted activa-
tion, this technique bears additional difficulties for carbon ions. The reason for
this being the fragmentation of carbon ions into alpha particles with the same
charge-mass ratio as the primaries and mostly also a similar velocity. This
makes the cleaning of degraded carbon beams difficult to achieve (Schardt
et al., 2010). Synchrotrons allow for extraction energy variation. However,
they have a larger diameter than cyclotrons and need an injection linac of sev-
eral meters length. In addition, they have a delicate extraction system and are
generally more complex to operate. Both cyclotrons and synchrotrons are used
for proton therapy with most commercial systems built by IBA Inc. (Belgium),
Accel Varian (USA) (both cyclotrons) and Hitachi Ltd. (Japan) (synchrotrons)
(Schardt et al., 2010). Only synchrotrons are used in carbon ion therapy centres
or dual and multiple ion centres which are currently in operation. Nonetheless,
there are efforts to design and built superconducting cyclotrons also for carbon
ion therapy.

Patients are generally preferably treated in horizontal position, fixed on a
patient table. To irradiate patients from different directions, patient tables are
usually mounted on devices, such as robotic arms, which allow some rotation

1http://enlight.web.cern.ch
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CHAPTER 1. PROJECT CONTEXT

about the vertical axis. Rotating gantries which steer the beam magnetically
allow to access and treat the patient in a more flexible way with fields from
an enlarged solid angle compared to treatments with fixed beam lines and are
clinically preferred. If only fixed beam lines are available the angular restric-
tions of the beam delivery are often compensated for by patient tables tilting
about one or two axes (typically up to±15◦) and by treating patients in supine,
prone or sitting positions (Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 30).

There are two principal techniques applied to deliver therapeutic treatment
fields with hadrons. The broad beam technique (often scattering technique)
uses scattering elements or magnetic wobblers to broaden the pristine pencil
beam delivered by the accelerator transversally (Schardt et al., 2010). Colli-
mation devices are then used to conform the widened beam to the target shape.
The beam energy is degraded by introducing a range modulator in form of
a turning wheel of varying thickness or by so-called ripple filters in order to
produce a SOBP suitable to target the whole tumour in depth with a homo-
geneous RBE-weighted dose. A patient-specific range compensator shapes
the distal part of the SOBP to be conform with the planning target volume
(PTV). While most pioneering work for the scattering technique was carried
out in the 60’s, the scanning technique (also pencil beam technique) was de-
veloped mostly in the 80’s and 90’s with pioneering work being done by PSI
(Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland) for protons (Pedroni et al., 1995) and by
PSI (Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung, Germany) for carbon ions
(Haberer et al., 1993) in the flavours of spot scanning and raster scanning. The
scanning technique employs thin accelerator pencil beams which are laterally
deflected by magnets and varied in energy in order to scan the PTV. Scan-
ning is generally performed by starting to scan the transverse layer defined
by the largest beam energy and then decreasing the beam energy step-wise,
always when the scanning of such an ‘energy slice’ (slice with equal radio-
logical depth) is completed. While the scanning technique allows to deliver
in a very flexible manner more conformal treatment fields which are less con-
taminated by unwanted secondary fragments (in particular neutrons) produced
in passive beam elements (Brenner and Hall, 2008; Hall, 2006), it is still far
more sensitive to target motion: an interplay between patient/tumour motion
and beam scanning results in a degradation of the conformity and homogeneity
of delivered fields. Hot and cold spots in dose delivery can be avoided by av-
eraging motion-effects with so-called fast repainting or rescanning techniques
(Bert and Durante, 2011). For these techniques the PTV is scanned many times
rapidly resulting in an averaged and hence more homogeneous dose distribu-
tion.
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1.1. CANCER TREATMENT WITH ION BEAMS

1.1.4 Treatment planning

The design and optimization of single or multiple fields of therapeutic beams
to deliver a conformal dose or RBE-weighted dose to a target structure while
sparing organs-at-risk (OAR) and normal tissues is referred to as treatment
planning. Treatment planning for therapeutic ion beams proceeds in several
successive steps. In the following an overview and outline of the most essen-
tial steps in the planning chain is given. In many respects, treatment planning
for radiotherapy with photons and protons or ions are alike. The main differ-
ences between treatment planning for conventional radiotherapy with photons
and ion beam therapy arise from the differences in their depth-dose profiles
and differences in radiation quality, which have to be accounted for (see sec-
tion 1.1.1). Depending on the ion beam delivery technique, the treatment plan-
ning process varies. The description below focuses on treatment planning for
the more flexible scanning technique as employed for instance at HIT (Heidel-
berger Ionenstrahl-Therapiezentrum, Germany) and CNAO (Centro Nazionale
di Adroterapia Oncologica, Italy). In the beginning, the target volume(s) for
radiotherapeutic treatment as well as critical structures are delineated on the
planning computerized tomography (CT) image of the patient. Planning CT
data maps the photon attenuation in typical voxel dimensions of 1 mm in the
dimensions within a CT slice and with 2-3 mm slice thickness. Manual delin-
eation is preformed on the basis of the CT slices to create volumes relevant for
further planning and optimization. Information from the CT data sets is often
complemented by images from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Schlegel
et al., 2006, pp. 99–111) and positron emission tomography (PET) to allow
for a better definition of the target volume (Levy, 2007). The planning CT data
with the outlined structures is the basis which is then used as a representation
of the patient for the subsequent planning procedure which is specific to the ra-
diotherapy modality. A target RBE-weighted dose per fraction (together with
a fractionation scheme) is prescribed to the target structure(s) and maximum
RBE-weighted doses1 are prescribed to the OARs, according to the clinical
treatment protocol. For proton therapy, it is common clinical practice to use
a fixed RBE of 1.0 or 1.1 (IAEA, 2008) whereas for scanned therapeutic car-
bon ions, RBE values are determined by biophysical models as discussed in
section 1.1.1. Latter RBE values are dependent in particular on the specific tu-
mour and normal tissue types involved in the treatment. The more pronounced
variation of biological effectiveness for carbon ions compared to protons which
makes it necessary to account for the variation of RBE clinically is the main
difference arising for treatment planning for the two modalities. In the next

1In modern treatment planning systems also constraints on the dose-volume his-
tograms (DVH) are possible.
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step, a suitable number of beams (typically 1-3) and beam directions are cho-
sen for the dose delivery to the target. Beam directions are selected based on
several criteria. These include notably (1) the angular restrictions of the acces-
sibility of the patient due to the beam delivery system (i.e. due to fixed-beam
line, gantry, limited rotation of patient table), (2) good target coverage and
avoidance of critical structures, (3) avoidance of uncertainties in the delivered
dose and (4) restricted total number of fields and overall delivery time. Point
(3) aims to increase the robustness of the treatment plan heuristically and in-
cludes the avoidance of large heterogeneities in the beam entrance path (e.g.
nasal cavities) which result in larger range uncertainties, as well as avoidance
of areas with larger movements and beam angles orthogonal to organ motions
as they will generally give larger dose deviations than beams parallel to the
motion direction (Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 30, p. 508f). For most treatments, an
opposed field geometry is preferred (Jäkel et al., 2001a). Alternative irradia-
tion geometries include single fields, two orthogonal fields and patched fields.
The PTV is obtained in the treatment planning process by enlarging the clin-
ical target volume (CTV) with appropriate margins, specific to the treatment
modality and field directions, to ensure target coverage. Aspects specific to the
treatment modality that are considered for margin selection include notably
set-up uncertainties, range uncertainties, motion effects as well as limitations
due to possible adjacent OARs and uncertainties in the beam delivery system.

Conversion of CT information for dose calculation Dose and fluence cal-
culations are performed on the CT images. For this purpose Hounsfield units
(HU), the native unit of CT information which measures photon attenuation
coefficients µx and which is closely linked to electron densities, have to be
converted into quantities significant for the stopping of protons and ions in
matter. The HU of a given CT voxel is defined as

HU =

(
µ̄x

µ̄H2O
−1
)
·1000 , (1.3)

where µ̄x and µ̄H2O are the mean values of the photon attenuation coefficients
of tissue and water, respectively. The typical range for HUs is between -
1000 and 3500. The calibration of HUs is fixed with air (-1000) and water
(0) and is dependent on the CT scanner and scanning protocol. Dose engines
for treatment planning systems (TPS) compute doses traditionally in a water-
equivalent representation of the patient’s anatomy in the beam’s eye view.
Hence, HUs are mapped to water-equivalent path lengths (WEPL) or relative
range in water (Jäkel et al., 2001b; Rietzel et al., 2007; Schaffner and Pedroni,
1998) and result in a CT-to-range calibration which is mostly empirical. The
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relation depends on the x-ray energy spectrum of the CT and beam harden-
ing effects (Schaffner and Pedroni, 1998). Figure 1.4 shows the calibration of
WEPLs and corresponding HUs at CNAO. TPSs use such a calibration curve
to compute particle ranges in the patient geometry. Range uncertainties due

Figure 1.4: Calibration curve of WEPLs and corresponding HUs for planning
CT scans at CNAO.

to this method are estimated to be generally in the order of 3-5% (Linz et al.,
2012, Ch. 29, p. 492). For special situations, such as in the presence of metals
(e.g. dental fillings, prostheses or neurosurgical implants) or in regions with
very low or high densities (e.g. lung or bone), larger errors are found (Jäkel,
2006). Inaccuracies are mostly due to limited validity of using HUs as a sur-
rogate to deduce ion stopping powers. Monte Carlo (MC) dose calculations
are naturally performed in non-distorted geometries taking into account the
real composition of the patient’s anatomy. Therefore, the previously discussed
approach is not directly applicable to MC-based dose calculations. Details of
a HU conversion scheme for MC-based dose computations are given in sec-
tion 5.2.1.

Dose- and fluence-calculation algorithms Approaches used to obtain ion
dose and fluence distributions in ion beam therapy can be divided into analyti-
cal algorithms and algorithms using the MC method for particle transport, also
called MC codes. Due to their meticulous and faithful modelling of physical
interactions, MC codes have inherently the potential to provide the most accu-
rate algorithms for dose and fluence computations. However, long calculation
times still largely impede their use routinely in the clinics for ion beam ther-
apy. Nevertheless, MC codes are well-established to support numerous aspects
of ion beam therapy as discussed in more detail in section 1.2.
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Analytical dose engines used for treatment planning are specific and tai-
lored to the beam delivery technique. The following discussion will focus on
analytical algorithms used for scanning techniques. So-called ray tracing al-
gorithms (also ray casting) were developed for broad beam techniques (Chen
et al., 1979; Endo et al., 1996) and built the foundation for the development of
pencil beam algorithms which are used nowadays for treatment planning with
scanned beams. Pencil beam algorithms model the laterally integrated dose
distribution Ddepth(z,E0) with depth z and lateral dose distribution Dlat(z,r,E0)
separately and provide thereby a simple parametrization of dose distributions
in homogeneous water phantoms (Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 30, p. 513)

P(z,r,E0) = Ddepth(z,E0) ·Dlat(z,r,E0) , (1.4)

where E0 is the initial beam energy and r is the lateral distance from the beam
axis. The general shape of the depth-dose distribution Ddepth(z,E0) is given
by the Bethe-Bloch equation, but includes usually several modifications to ac-
count for the beam energy spread, energy straggling, scattering effects and nu-
clear fragmentation. Dlat(z,r,E0) is generally parametrized by a single Gaus-
sian or the sum of several Gaussians (Parodi et al., 2010). The lateral full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM) of the beam increases with depth mostly due to the
effects of multiple Coulomb scattering and nuclear fragments.

The accurate and facility-specific parametrizations of the dose distribu-
tions are generally obtained from fitted measurements (Schaffner et al., 1999),
from MC-computed dose distributions validated with measurements (see sec-
tion 1.2) or by hybrid approaches. To account for the patient geometry, the dose
distribution in water is scaled for treatment planning according to the water-
equivalent density integrated along the central beam axis in the patient. Such a
treatment neglects all off-axis density variations which lead to altered particle
ranges and an increased beam energy spread. For typical scanned beams with
lateral sizes in the order of 5-10 mm (FWHM), this approximative treatment
can lead to significant misestimations in clinical dose distributions for hetero-
geneous regions (Schaffner et al., 1999). To improve accuracy of dose pre-
dictions for heterogeneous regions, a commonly-used approach is to compose
scanned pencil beams used for treatment of multiple elemental pencil beams
(also called beamlets or infinitesimal pencil beams) (Schaffner et al., 1999;
Soukup et al., 2005). Schaffner et al. (1999) investigated various analytical
dose models with improved modelling of heterogeneities and concluded that
none of these approaches can predict doses correctly in all situations. Further
approximations are inherent to such analytical approaches. These include the
effects of nuclear fragmentation with depth and their influence on the lateral
beam penumbra, which can be only empirically accounted for by pencil beam
algorithms (Krämer et al., 2000).
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For treatment planning which considers variations of biological effective-
ness of particle beams, as is necessary for treatments with carbon ions, not only
integral doses but also relative dose contributions from charged fragments and
their energy distributions have to be known. This is necessary in order to model
the RBE values at every point of the radiation field. Fragment fluences can be
predicted either by empirical models (e.g. Krämer et al., 2000) or using MC
codes (see chapter 2).

Treatment plan optimization In the following, aspects of treatment plan
optimization for scanned ion beams are briefly discussed. Treatments using
the broad beam technique follow a different approach which is by far less flex-
ible. The SOBPs for broad beam techniques are determined by the hardware
which modulates the beam energy in a fixed way in order to achieve a homo-
geneous RBE-weighted dose with depth in the target volume. In contrast, the
scanning technique allows for a given field direction to vary particle numbers
of single pencil beams nearly freely to optimize the resulting dose distribu-
tion for a given treatment plan. The segmentation into PTVs and OARs is
the starting point for the optimization procedure. Ideally, the PTV should be
covered uniformly with the prescribed dose while sparing as much as possi-
ble OARs and normal tissues. Also additional optimization criteria may be
considered in the optimization process. These may include robustness to phys-
ical uncertainties (Inaniwa et al., 2011; Pflugfelder et al., 2008; Unkelbach
et al., 2009), such as range uncertainties, possible patient set-up errors, and
patient motion, as well as uncertainties in biological treatment parameters, as
discussed in paper V. Computation-intensive iterative optimization procedures
are used to find a compromise between homogeneous PTV coverage, sparing
of OARs and possibly additional optimization goals for a given set of pencil
beams with scalable particle fluences. For typical patient treatment cases, be-
tween 10 000 and 50 000 of such beam scanning spots have to be optimized
for each field. Optimizations should take into account limitations of the beam
delivery system, i.e. minimum particle number deliverable per beam spot, and
overall time for treatment delivery, i.e. avoidance of too many scanning spots
and scanning spots with only low doses.

For optimization of RBE-weighted doses, as it is necessary for therapeutic
carbon ions, the RBE values of the treatment fields have to be evaluated for
the optimization process. Since RBE values have a non-linear dependence on
dose, dose distributions have to be calculated on an absolute scale. This also
implies an added complexity for the optimization process in general (Krämer
et al., 2000; Krämer and Scholz, 2006). Separate optimization of single treat-
ment fields to achieve a uniform physical or RBE-weighted dose is referred to
as single-field uniform dose (SFUD) optimization. Instead, simultaneous op-
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timization of multiple ion fields which includes all scanning spots of all fields
is commonly referred to as intensity-modulated particle therapy1 (IMPT) (Lo-
max, 1999). In paper VI, implementations of two established optimization
algorithms are described and used for optimizing absorbed doses and RBE-
weighted doses for ion beam treatment plans using MC dose kernels.

1.1.5 Imaging techniques for treatment monitoring and verification

Increased conformity in dose delivery of radiotherapy treatments allows to
spare healthy tissues by achieving steeper dose gradients at the PTV borders.
At the same time, this progress in dose conformity requires an augmented pre-
cision and control in the dose delivery since, due to the steep dose gradients,
even slight deviations in dose delivery can lead to severe tumour misses or
over-exposure of OARs and may lead to a worse therapeutic outcome. Hence,
the development of highly conformal radiotherapy treatments, such as ion
beam therapy, went along with an increased use of imaging techniques which
help to assure correct treatment delivery. This includes imaging which allows
to control the correct patient positioning and anatomy for each treatment ses-
sion, such as cone-beam CT and, at an investigational stage, proton and heavy
ion CT (Rinaldi, 2011). Recently, also imaging techniques which aim at an in-
dependent dose verification by detecting possible deviations of the in vivo de-
livered doses from the prescribed doses, according to the treatment plan, have
been increasingly a focus of research. For ion beam therapy, several imaging
methods are explored which use secondary radiation emerging from the patient
that originates from nuclear interactions during the treatment delivery. To date,
in vivo range monitoring of ion beam therapy using PET is the only imaging
technique which has been successfully applied in clinical scenarios in various
pilot studies (Enghardt et al., 2004b; Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 31). This monitor-
ing technique is based on positron emitters, such as 11C, 10C and 15O, which
are produced during treatment delivery with proton or carbon ion beams in the
patient. PET scanners are used to measure photons pairs from two-quanta po-
sition annihilations either during or shortly after the treatment (Parodi et al.,
2008b). These measurements allow the reconstruction of a three-dimensional
activity map which can then be visually compared to the expected activity from
simulations to verify the treatment and detect possible delivery errors, such as
range deviations (Parodi et al., 2008a). If critical, found discrepancies trigger
an investigation of the origin of the differences, for example by the acquisi-
tion of a new patient CT to check for possible anatomical changes (such as
cavity filling, tumour shrinkage, oedema, etc.). Patient replanning can then

1Even though SFUD modulates beam fluences it is generally not considered to be
the equivalent of intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) for photons.
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correct previous errors in treatment delivery. In order to allow a better cor-
relation of the activity distribution with the dose profile and increase the low
β+-activity (approximately 200 Bq/Gy/cm3 for 12C and 600 Bq/Gy/cm3 for
protons), which is considered to be one of the main limiting factors for PET
(Enghardt et al., 2004b), patient irradiation with β+-radioactive ion beams has
been explored (Enghardt et al., 2004a).

Prompt-γ imaging and prompt-charged particle imaging are two methods
which have been suggested as alternatives for in vivo ion beam treatment mon-
itoring in recent years. Measurements of proton and carbon ion beams in ho-
mogeneous phantoms have demonstrated that the Bragg peak position can be
correlated with the prompt-γ emission profile in beam direction (Min et al.,
2006; Testa et al., 2008, 2009). The prompt-γ profile exhibits a characteris-
tic fall-off at the end of the primary ion range. This decrease in prompt-γ
emission is caused by the drop of the nuclear reaction cross sections for low
energies due to the Coulomb barrier (see section 2.2). As a consequence of the
high background from prompt-radiation, PET monitoring can be performed
currently only during pauses of beam delivery (as they occur for synchrotrons
between the extraction phases) or, as off-line PET, shortly after the delivery
of a treatment fraction. Instead, prompt-γ imaging potentially allows for real-
time monitoring during the treatment. However, poor photon counting statis-
tics is an issue. This is currently addressed by developments of new tailored
detection devices, such as Compton cameras and collimated prompt-γ cam-
eras (Testa et al., 2010). The detection of energetic light charged fragments
(i.e. mostly protons) is proposed to be used in a similar fashion to the previ-
ously mentioned technique to obtain information about the Bragg peak position
(Dauvergne et al., 2009; Henriquet et al., 2012). Similarly to prompt-γ’s, the
emission profile of these particles in the patient decreases towards the end of
the primary ranges and allows for a correlation with the in vivo particle ranges.
Interaction vertex imaging can be used to reconstruct trajectories of detected
secondary charged particles and obtain their point of production by intersect-
ing their trajectory with the extrapolated trajectory of the primary ion or, in
case of larger multiplicities, by intersection with the trajectories of the other
secondary charged particles. Compared to prompt-γ imaging, charged parti-
cle imaging has the advantage of an easier detection of the charged particles
and an increased counting rate. The feasibility of both approaches in a clinical
scenario still remains to be demonstrated.
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1.2 Monte Carlo particle transport codes and their use for
ion beam therapy

1.2.1 Principal features of the Monte Carlo technique for dose calcu-
lation

Particle transport codes using the MC method are considered to be the gold-
standard for dosimetric calculations in conventional radiotherapy and are em-
ployed for various aspects in the field of conventional radiation therapy since
decades (Chetty et al., 2007; Rogers, 2006). Over the last decade MC codes
are also increasingly being used at ion beam therapy facilities. For pencil
beam scanning techniques, inverse treatment planning and dose computation
is generally performed based on analytical pencil beam algorithms (discussed
in section 1.1.4). They allow for fast computation times while providing an
acceptable accuracy for clinical needs in most cases. However, their inherent
approximations may show shortcomings for some critical treatment cases in-
volving for instance regions with large heterogeneities or treatments in regions
with metallic implants (Parodi et al., 2007b). The high dose gradients which
are achieved with particles underline the need for accurate dose calculations.
Due to the high treatment conformity obtained with ion beam therapy, dose
distributions are compared to conventional radiotherapy more sensitive to pa-
tient and organ motion, density variations and heterogeneity effects. Figure 1.5
illustrates the difference in effect for the same range offset ∆x for photon and
ion beam therapy. The success of an ion beam therapy treatment depends
therefore crucially on the accuracy of the patient representation used for dose
calculations (i.e. CT data), the precision of the patient set-up and beam deliv-
ery, the accuracy of the dose calculation algorithm, the accounting for possible
inter- and intra-fractional motion, etc. (see also discussion in section 1.1.5).
MC codes can help to address one link in this interleaved chain relevant for the
correct and successful treatment delivery by facilitating an increased accuracy
in dose and fluence computations in the patient. This may allow, for example,
to decrease treatment margins for complex geometries, reducing thereby the
integral dose received by the patient as discussed by Paganetti (2012). Com-
pared to analytical algorithms, full MC particle transport codes are superior, in
that they can:

• reproduce faithfully physical interactions1,

• take into account the real atomic composition of tissue (opposed to a
water-equivalent approach),

1Limited only by the knowledge about physics processes themselves and the avail-
ability of models describing them which are suitable for MC methods.
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Figure 1.5: Resulting changes in depth-dose distributions are shown schemati-
cally for a MV photon field and a SOBP delivered with ions for the same mis-
estimation in range ∆x. Under-dosage of the tumour and over-dosage of normal
tissues and critical structures close to the tumour are much more severe for the
SOBP due to the conformity of the treatment and the maximum dose difference
∆Dmax is generally much larger.

• are inherently capable of describing three dimensional mixed radiation
fields in complex geometries and

• include naturally effects of heterogeneities.

Due to their rigorous description of physics in nearly arbitrary geometries, they
also have an increased flexibility in application range compared to analytical
approaches, which are usually tailored to a specific problem. For these reasons,
MC codes are used at ion beam treatment facilities to support various aspects
of treatment planning.

A noteworthy alternative to the multi-purpose MC codes (also full MC),
which are discussed in this document, are simplified MC implementations tai-
lored to treatment planning for ion beam therapy (Fippel and Soukup, 2004;
Hotta et al., 2010; Tourovsky et al., 2005). These codes are based on the MC
technique but they use largely simplified physics models and parametrizations
for calculating dose deposition, with an accuracy in the intermediate range be-
tween detailed MC particle transport codes and analytical algorithms. They
are promising for performing time-efficient calculations and are mostly aimed
to be used in routine clinical treatment planning. Simplified MC codes are
already increasingly available in commercial TPSs for conventional radiother-
apy. Also MC-based methods, such as track-repeating algorithms (Li et al.,
2005; Yepes et al., 2010), can be used for fast dose computation with a high
accuracy. On the contrary full MC codes have an increased computation time,
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but introduce much less approximations in the physics description. Therefore,
they offer the highest flexibility and predictive capability in nearly arbitrarily
complex situations.

1.2.2 Multi-purpose Monte Carlo codes

Multi-purpose MC particle transport codes such as FLUKA (Battistoni et al.,
2007; Ferrari et al., 2005), GEANT4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al.,
2006), MCNPX (Hughes et al., 1997), SHIELD-HIT (Dementyev and Sobo-
levsky, 1999), and PHITS (Niita et al., 2006) have shown to provide detailed
simulations of fluences and dose distributions in patient or patient-like ge-
ometries for proton and/or ion beams. Even though they are generally not
used for routine treatment planning dose calculations and optimization as they
are currently too time-consuming, they are prominent candidates for numer-
ous applications in ion beam therapy. In addition to the MC codes which
provide fundamental modelling of materials, geometry and physics, there are
several dedicated MC-based frameworks, such as GAMOS1, GATE2, PTsim3,
TOPAS4 (all based on GEANT4) and FICTION (Sommerer et al., 2012, based
on FLUKA), which are specifically tailored to the needs of ion beam therapy
applications. Even though being partly still under development at the time of
writing, they enjoy increased popularity in recent years.

Clinical implementations of MC codes which allow to re-calculate treat-
ment fields obtained and optimized by TPSs using pencil beam algorithms
exist at several treatment facilities (Paganetti et al., 2008; Parodi et al., 2009a;
Peterson et al., 2009; Sommerer et al., 2012; Tourovsky et al., 2005). Besides
facilitating a retrospective accurate analysis of dose delivery to patients, they
are also employed for a prospective ‘second opinion’ and improvement of the
treatment process for critical cases prior to the patient treatment (Linz et al.,
2012, Ch. 7, p. 113). Some authors argue that they should become a standard
tool for quality assurance for ion beam therapy (Tourovsky et al., 2005). With-
out entering into such a debate it is clear that MC implementations provide
an independent dosimetric verification tool, which can be particularly useful
in the commissioning and initial stage of a facility (Parodi et al., 2012). They
can also reduce the necessity of experimental dosimetric treatment verifica-
tions which are both more time-consuming and expensive and are currently
performed routinely for each treatment field prior to the first patient treatment
(Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 7, p. 106). Furthermore, MC codes can be used to

1http://fismed.ciemat.es/GAMOS
2http://www.opengatecollaboration.org
3http://wiki.kek.jp/display/g4med/PTsim
4http://www.slac.stanford.edu/∼perl
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complement experimental measurements and generate systematically data of
physical quantities as input for analytical treatment planning codes. For the
first time, the MC code FLUKA was used to generate systematically physical
input data for the generation of pencil beam and fluence kernels of a commer-
cial TPS for scanned protons and carbon ions at HIT (Parodi et al., 2012) (and
more recently also at CNAO). In principle, all of the necessary input data could
be obtained by measurements. However, obtaining measurements for 255 en-
ergy steps (both with and without ripple filter), for four beam focus levels and
ten intensities delivered at HIT, would be in practice very time-consuming.
Hence, it was decided to use FLUKA for the interpolation of these quanti-
ties. The INFN-TPS project also aims at developing a TPS for proton and
carbon ion therapy which employs such MC-generated data from FLUKA and
GEANT4 (Agodi et al., 2008). Additional areas of MC applications for ion
beam therapy encompass: beam line modelling (Paganetti et al., 2008), sup-
port for dosimetric measurements and biological experiments, support for in
vivo treatment verification (see also section 1.1.5 and chapter 4) (Parodi et al.,
2007a; Sommerer et al., 2009), risk-estimation for secondary cancer induction
(Hultqvist et al., 2010; Jarlskog and Paganetti, 2008b; Yonai et al., 2012) and
radioprotection. With ever-increasing computational possibilities and comput-
ing power the use of MC in routine treatment planning, such as fully MC-
optimized treatment planning becomes more and more feasible and reality.
For instance, a recent GPU-based MC implementation reports a decrease of
computing time of as much as a factor of 5000 (Jahnke et al., 2012).

The MC codes which are presently employed for applications in ion beam
therapy were mostly developed for user communities which have distinct sets
of requirements in terms of interaction regimes and accuracy, such as the high-
energy physics or the radioprotection community. In view of their clinical
application, physics models of these MC codes need to be well tested and
meet the accuracy requirements necessary for their application in this domain.
This concerns specially a very selected set of physics models in an energy
range which is relevant for ion beam therapy and includes the electromagnetic
models which describe the energy losses of ions slowing down and produced
secondary delta rays as well as nuclear interactions. The latter give rise to
fluences of secondary charged fragments, neutrons, β+-emitters and prompt-
γ’s, which modify the primary radiation field in terms of dose and its biological
effectiveness, result in out-of-field doses relevant for secondary cancer risk
estimations, and allow for treatment monitoring and verification.

It is essential to note that even thorough benchmarking and validation of
physics models cannot eliminate the need for fine-tuning certain parameters of
the MC simulations in order reproduce optimally the delivered dose profiles for
a specific facility. This is necessary since some parameters, such as the ioniza-
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tion potential, beam energy, momentum spread, and divergence, are generally
not precisely enough known (Parodi et al., 2012). It is practice for clinical
applications to verify particle ranges and the conversion scheme of HUs by
in-house measurements with real tissues and adjust simulations, if necessary
(Jäkel et al., 2001b; Rietzel et al., 2007; Schaffner and Pedroni, 1998). Ab-
solute range precisions for analytical treatment planning of about 1-3mm are
found, including also uncertainties from the CT images and CT conversion
schemes. Analogous to analytical TPSs which calculate dose distributions in
the patient geometry with the water-equivalent approach, MC codes are val-
idated and adjusted to dose measurements in water, tissue-like plastics, and
tissues (Jarlskog and Paganetti, 2008a; Paganetti et al., 2008; Parodi et al.,
2009a).

1.3 Thesis objectives and outline

MC codes are a valuable and versatile tool for ion beam therapy. Applications
of MC codes to ion beam therapy pose a high demand in terms of accuracy
for the description of interactions for a very selected set of projectile-target
combinations and projectile energies up to about 500MeV per nucleon, as dis-
cussed in the previous section. This has triggered previous and ongoing efforts
for the improvement and validation of physics models implemented in the MC
codes as well as measurement campaigns for the collection of experimental
data needed for their validation (Agodi et al., 2008; Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 7,
p. 100). The first objective of this thesis work is to contribute to these de-
velopment and validation efforts. For carbon ion therapy, charged fragments
notably modify dose distributions and RBE of the radiation field with respect
to the dose and RBE distributions due to the primary carbon ions only (see
also figures 1.2 and 1.3). Hence, their fluences in the patient need to be pre-
dicted correctly. For their use in carbon ion therapy, the accuracy of nuclear
models of FLUKA and GEANT4 is assessed in paper I for the description of
charged fragments. In paper VII, the current accuracy of reaction cross section
models for ions in several popular MC codes is investigated more generally
for a larger set of projectile-target systems and energies. Reaction cross sec-
tions scale the occurrence of fragmentation reactions in the first place (see sec-
tion 2.2.1). The microscopic patterns with which particles release their energy
are, in addition to the macroscopic quantity absorbed dose, decisive for the
biological effects of a radiation field. Microscopic energy deposition patterns
of the primary ions and secondary fragments produced in nuclear reactions
vary depending on the particle’s energy and its charge. Microdosimetric mea-
surements are compared with FLUKA predictions using a configuration of the
simulation which was optimized regarding delta-ray production and transport
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settings (paper II and III). This comparison allows to evaluate the adequacy
of the FLUKA physics models to describe electromagnetic processes for ions
and secondary delta-rays on the scale of microns. At the same time, it facili-
tates the evaluation of the description of mixed radiation fields in phantoms as
created by carbon ion beams. In a complementary way to measuring particle
fluences, such a comparison allows to discriminate energy depositions from
primary ions and secondary charged fragments to the spectra. Paper IV pro-
poses and validates two original models describing the processes of Compton
scattering and positron annihilation at rest in media. These processes are rel-
evant for treatment monitoring techniques using PET and prompt-γ imaging.
Both models were developed as native FLUKA models and are included in the
official release.

The second objective of this thesis is to contribute to the development of
the prototype of a MC-based treatment planning (MCTP) tool (paper VI). Us-
ing FLUKA, this research tool allows to perform single-field and simultaneous
multiple-field optimization for realistic treatment conditions using the patient
CT as well as phantom geometries as used for dosimetric quality assurance.
Treatment planning can be performed for ions with charges from 1 to 8 by
either optimizing absorbed dose or RBE-weighted dose. In the frame of this
thesis work, the focus was set mainly on: the development and implementa-
tion of optimization algorithms, the extension of the tool from protons to other
ions, and the testing and evaluation of its performances. Test plans were cre-
ated and evaluated using a proton case for treatment conditions at the CNAO
facility and using a carbon ion case for treatment conditions at the HIT facility.
For the latter case also a direct comparison with the certified TPS used at HIT
is presented. The MCTP tool is used also in a study which investigates the
biological robustness of ion therapy treatment plans (paper V).

This thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 is dedicated to nuclear inter-
action models used in MC codes and their validation for ion beam therapy; the
importance of microdosimetry for applications in ion beam therapy together
with the evaluation of the accuracy of FLUKA for such applications is dis-
cussed in chapter 3; the applications of the newly-developed physics models
for Compton scattering and positron annihilation at rest are outlined in chap-
ter 4; chapter 5 presents the prototype of the MCTP tool, detailing aspects of
the implementation as well as example cases. Conclusions of this thesis and
future perspectives can be found in chapter 6.
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2. Validation of nuclear
interaction models implemented
in MC codes

2.1 Introduction

The main reasons for the interest in the accurate modelling of nuclear frag-
mentation reactions for clinical proton and ion beams include, as discussed
in chapter 1: (1) the dependence of RBE on the ion charge, its energy and
delivered dose, (2) the modification of the dose distribution due to secondary
charged fragments (most notably in the tail after the Bragg peak), (3) the cor-
rect prediction of out-of-field fluences of light charged fragments and neutrons
for secondary cancer risk estimations, (4) the use of products from nuclear
reactions for in vivo treatment monitoring as well as (5) accurate dosimetry
(correct prediction of fluence correction factors) and (6) shielding calculations
(Lühr et al., 2012). For radiotherapy with carbon ions, the accurate modelling
of the production and transport of secondary particles has an increased impor-
tance as the radiation field created by carbon ion beams contains, contrary to
the case for proton beams, a large fraction of differently-charged fragments
which contribute to fluences and to the delivered dose. The dose fraction de-
livered during carbon ion therapy by charged fragments in the PTV is of the
order of some tens of percents (Kempe et al., 2007; Matsufuji et al., 2003)
and in the tail after the SOBP even all of the dose is delivered by fragments.
An accurate prediction of these fragment fluences by MC simulation tools is
therefore necessary. This chapter outlines MC modelling approaches for the
description of nuclear interactions, using FLUKA as representative example,
and discusses the current accuracy of the nuclear models implemented in MC
codes for ion beam therapy.

2.2 Hadronic interaction models

Since most simulations in the frame of this thesis are performed using the
FLUKA code, the following description of hadronic interaction models for
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MC techniques concentrates on the models from the FLUKA code. However,
it can be considered to be representative also for other codes, as most state-of-
the-art multi-purpose MC implementations follow a similar modelling scheme
for the description of the hadronic cascade and subsequent reaction processes
(even though the actual models, their implementation and validation can be
very different). For a description of the hadronic models of GEANT4, the
reader is referred to the GEANT4 physics reference manual (Geant4, 2012)
and paper I as a starting point. Due to the large complexity of the hadronic
interactions and used modelling approaches, the present section aims merely
to give an overview of main aspects of the approach pursued for MC codes
and outlines some of the modelling concepts used, largely on a phenomeno-
logical basis. A more detailed description can be found in literature such as
Ballarini et al. (2004), Ferrari and Sala (1998), Ferrari and Sala (2002), Fer-
rari et al. (2005) and references therein. The approach which is used gen-
erally by MC codes to describe hadronic interactions, FLUKA being no ex-
ception, is referred to as ‘microscopic’ approach, with each single step hav-
ing a physics-motivated basis. As other physics models of FLUKA, also the
hadronic FLUKA models follow the modelling strategy to use, whenever pos-
sible, the approach: ‘theory-driven and benchmarked with data at the single-
interaction level’ and predictions are obtained generally with a minimal set of
free parameters which are fixed for all energies and target-projectile combina-
tions (Ferrari and Sala, 2002). Hence, differential hadronic cross sections are
not explicitly tabulated, except for neutrons with E < 20 MeV (see below). In-
stead, reaction channels and energies are sampled from physics models serving
as event generators. Elementary hadron-hadron scatterings (including elastic,
charge and strangeness exchanges) are described on the basis of phase-shift
analysis (Ferrari et al., 2005). For the description of inelastic hadron-nucleon
interactions, depending on the projectile energy two model families are used:
models based on individual resonance production and decays (isobar model, up
to about 3-5 GeV) and those based on parton/quark string models (up to some
tens of TeV) (Ferrari and Sala, 1998, 2002). In the case of FLUKA beyond a
few tens of TeV, the DPMJET model based on the Dual Parton Model (DPM)
is used (Roesler et al., 2001). The following description will concentrate on
the lower energetic nuclear interactions models with relevance for ion beam
therapy. For nucleon-nucleon interactions at these energies, pion production,
as lowest-energy hadron production channel, is negligible. Pion production in
nuclei can be observed as low as 150 MeV (due to Fermi motion) but becomes
important mostly only for higher energies (larger than 700 MeV). Hence, nu-
clear interactions consist at their basis of elastic nucleon-nucleon scatterings,
which can result in nucleon and light fragment emissions while leaving the
remanent concerned nuclei in excited states. The general scheme adopted for
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the simulation of hadron-nucleus interactions in FLUKA can be described by
the following chain of stages which switch from an initially dynamical to a
statistical treatment (Ferrari and Sala, 2002):

• Cascade stage: Glauber-Gribov cascade (at high energies > 1 GeV) and
intra-nuclear cascade (INC)

• Pre-equilibrium stage

• Equilibrium de-excitation stage: evaporation, fission, fragmentation
(Fermi break-up) and γ de-excitations

• Radioactive decays

For the proper description of nucleus-nucleus (A-A) interactions, as impor-
tant for ion beam therapy, the last three stages are essentially the same. Instead,
for the initial cascade stage an extension of the INC approach or the use of al-
ternative models, such as the quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) models or
models based on the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation (Aichelin, 1991;
Bertsch and Gupta, 1988) is required. In the case of FLUKA, A-A interactions
are treated using an adaption (Andersen et al., 2004) of the relativistic QMD
(rQMD-2.4) model (Sorge et al., 1989a,b). The rQMD approach is applied in
FLUKA for projectile energies in the range from about 100 MeV per nucleon
to 5 GeV per nucleon. At lower energies, FLUKA uses a model based on the
Boltzmann Master equations (BME) theory (Cerutti et al., 2006) for the ini-
tial description of A-A interactions. The non-elastic interaction probability for
A-A interactions is given by the total reaction cross sections σR. Phenomeno-
logical data-driven models are generally used for the computation of σR in MC
codes.

It is important to underline the mutual influence of the different stages in
the whole chain with which the description of hadronic interactions are mod-
elled in MC codes. Adequate predictions of resulting quantities of interest are
obtained only in a synergistic interaction of all or some of these stages and
their respective models. The following two sections describe the total reaction
cross sections and introduce the modelling stages and models which are used
by FLUKA to describe hadronic interactions.

2.2.1 Total nuclear reaction cross sections

The total nuclear reaction cross section σR is defined as the total nuclear cross
section σtot minus the elastic nuclear cross section σel of two colliding nuclei
at a given energy

σR = σtot−σel . (2.1)
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For energies below a few GeV down to the Coulomb barrier, FLUKA uses
a parametrization of total reaction cross sections σR (Andersen et al., 2004)
which is loosely based on the semi-empirical model from Tripathi et al. (1999).
This parametrization includes various extensions to a simple geometrical de-
scription of reaction cross sections, given by σR = πr2

0 · (A
(1/3)
P +A(1/3)

T )2. In
the approach by Tripathi et al., σR is modelled as

σR = πr2
0 ·
(

A(1/3)
P +A(1/3)

T +δE

)2
·
(

1−Rc
B

Ecm

)
Xm , (2.2)

with r0 = 1.1 fm, the projectile AP and target AT mass number, Rc being a
Coulomb multiplier and the Coulomb barrier B, given by

B =
α h̄cZPZT

R
, (2.3)

with the atomic number of the projectile ZP and target ZT and R being a rep-
resentative nuclear radius at which the Coulomb barrier height is evaluated.
Furthermore, Ecm is the kinetic energy in the centre-of-momentum system, Xm
is a low energy optical model multiplier, h̄ is the reduced Planck constant, α

is the fine-structure constant and c is the speed of light. δE is an expression
depending on the kinetic energy of the projectile energy E that includes the
effects of Pauli blocking and transparency. The original model parameters by
Tripathi et al. were modified and improved for FLUKA to match newer and
often more accurate sets of cross section measurements and, at the high en-
ergy end above 3 GeV per nucleon, Glauber model predictions computed by
DPMJET. The lighter system is by convention always chosen to be the projec-
tile, using, if needed, inverse kinematics for the calculation of σR. Figure 2.1
shows σR as predicted by FLUKA for carbon ions for the most frequent ele-
ments present in the human body.

For completeness, it should be noted that at relativistic energies (& 1 GeV)
and for heavy systems, mutual electromagnetic excitations by the exchange of
virtual photons between the colliding nuclei start to become important (Bal-
larini et al., 2004; Hill et al., 1988). These Coulomb excitations may result in
the emission of particles for one or both of the nuclei, referred to as electro-
magnetic dissociation. The cross section for this process has to be added to
the nuclear reaction cross section described above. However, electromagnetic
dissociation can be neglected for energies and light systems which are relevant
for ion beam therapy.

2.2.2 Modelling of hadronic interactions

Hadron-nucleus interactions FLUKA describes hadron-nucleus interact-
ions for energies up to 5 GeV and down to the reaction threshold (down to
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Figure 2.1: Reaction cross sections σR of carbon ions at therapeutic energies as
predicted by FLUKA for the most frequent elements (by weight) present in the
human body.

20 MeV for neutrons, see below) with the pre-equilibrium-cascade model PEA-
NUT (Pre-Equilibrium Approach to NUclear Thermalization) (Fassò et al.,
1995a,b; Ferrari and Sala, 1994, 1998). Higher energetic hadrons (> 5 GeV)
are treated using the Glauber-Gribov cascade (Battistoni et al., 2006). The
two essential components of the PEANUT model at lower energies are a gen-
eralized intra-nuclear cascade (GINC) for the description of the initial h-A
non-elastic interaction stage and the subsequent pre-equilibrium stage model
which de-excites the hot nuclear components by emission of nucleons and light
nuclei (A < 5) until thermal equilibrium is reached (see next paragraph). The
GINC is based on the original INC modelling approaches but includes several
improvements, specifically for the classically unreliable treatment of the low
energy region (< 100−200 MeV) and the higher energy region (> 2−3 GeV).
Some of the basic concepts and features of INC models can be summarized as
follows1. INC models are based on a series of two-body collisions with semi-
classical trajectories. Trajectories can be curved when taking into account the
effects of projectile- and energy-dependent nuclear and Coulomb mean fields
(referred to as refraction and reflection effects). The two-body collisions them-
selves are described based on free hadron-nucleon cross sections, while taking
into account the local density of the nuclear medium. Secondary particles pro-
duced in the cascade of collisions are treated the same way as primaries. The
cascade simulation proceeds until all particles have interacted, escaped or are
below a certain energy cut-off. The target nucleon motion in the nuclear well is
described by a Fermi gas. This has an effect on both the centre-of-mass energy
and momentum when calculating hadron-nucleon interaction cross sections as

1A more detailed description can be found in Ferrari and Sala (1998) and Battis-
toni et al. (2007).
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well as the production of the final state particles by the selection of nucleons
which are close in momentum space. In spite of the modelling of nucleon
collisions being based on the use of semi-classical trajectories, quantum me-
chanical effects, such as Pauli blocking and formation zone (materialization
time) as well as nucleon anti-symmetrization, coherence length and hardcore
nucleon correlations are accounted for by the PEANUT GINC model (Fassò
et al., 1995a; Ferrari and Sala, 2002). In addition, nuclear densities specific to
protons and neutrons are chosen, binding energies are updated after each parti-
cle emission and energy and momentum conservation is ensured including the
recoil of the residual nucleus (Battistoni et al., 2007).

Pre-equilibrium stage The pre-equilibrium stage starts when all non-nucleons
have been emitted or decayed and all nucleons are below 50 MeV. It uses
a statistical exciton-based modelling approach in which the state of the nu-
clear configuration is characterized by the number of protons and neutrons, by
particle-like (nucleons excited above the Fermi level) and hole-like (holes in
the Fermi sea) excitons and the compound nucleus excitation energy and mo-
mentum (Ferrari and Sala, 2002). A step-wise evolution (Markovian process)
of this system redistributes the available excitation energy among the excitons
while increasing the total number of excitons. Excitons of a certain type and
energy, have at each step a certain probability to be emitted in the continuum.

De-excitation stage At the end of the pre-equilibrium stage the residual nu-
cleus is assumed to be in an equilibrium state, with the excitation energy being
shared among a large number of nucleons. The compound nucleus is now char-
acterized by its mass, charge and excitation energy (typically from few MeV to
several tens of MeV). The emission of nucleons and light fragments is possi-
ble and can be described for heavier compound nuclei as an evaporation from
a hot system based on the original statistical approach by Weisskopf-Ewing
(Weisskopf, 1937; Weisskopf and Ewing, 1940). The FLUKA implementa-
tion of this model is extended to allow the emission of about 600 possible
nucleons and nuclei in various excited states with A < 25. Evaporation is in
competition with fission. Fission is the consequence of a collective deforma-
tion of the compound nucleus due to the excitation energy (Bohr and Wheeler,
1939). However, it is only important for heavy remnants (Z > 70). For light
nuclei, the statistical assumptions and the description by sequential emission
used for evaporation are less sound and the fragmentation of the compound
nucleus is described by FLUKA using the so-called Fermi break-up model in-
stead (Epherre et al., 1969; Fermi, 1950). In the frame of this model, light
excited nuclei with A ≤ 17 can break into two or more fragments. The prob-
ability for the branching ratios into all possible stable and unstable fragments
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including excited states is derived based on phase space, spin and Coulomb
barrier considerations (Ferrari and Sala, 2002).

De-excitation by the emission of prompt-γ rays is in competition with the
processes described above (to be precise, this is already the case for the pre-
equilibrium stage). The branching ratio for γ de-excitation is generally negli-
gible as long as evaporation of nucleons and nucleon-based fragments is en-
ergetically possible, but it becomes important for dissipating the remaining
excitation energy once other processes are energetically no longer possible.
FLUKA describes prompt-γ de-excitation as emission in the continuum and,
in the case of lower excitation energies, accounting for discrete nuclear levels.
The de-excitation stage ends leaving the residual nuclei in their ground state.

Radioactivity Radioactive decays of the residual nuclei are performed ac-
cording to tabulated data of decay modes. The decay modelling is based mostly
on tabulations from ENSDF1 (Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File) (Bhat,
1987).

Nucleus-nucleus interactions Interactions for which the potential generated
by the projectile hadron can be neglected in first order, can be generally well
described by the INC approach, especially when the target nucleus is large.
For such cases the projectile can be thought to move in the static mean field
of the target nucleus while considering short-range correlations between the
nucleons. The extension of the GINC approach to light projectile nuclei is rel-
atively straightforward for energies higher than the binding energy of the light
nucleus (Ferrari and Sala, 1998). To the contrary, for the description of A-A
interactions including heavier systems for both projectile and target nuclei, the
potential field of the projectile nucleus should be taken into account. Hence, a
description in which each nucleon of the colliding nuclei feels a global force
due to the nucleons of both nuclei is more appropriate. The QMD model family
accounts for this effect. On the basis of the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian
equations, QMD models use a dynamic modelling of the nuclear field among
the nucleons while describing each nucleon in form of a Gaussian wave func-
tion. For the description of A-A interactions, FLUKA is currently interfaced
with a modified version of the rQMD-2.4 code (in cascade mode) (Andersen
et al., 2004) which is based on the original work by Sorge et al. (1989a; 1989b).
Remaining excited pre-fragment leftovers are treated using the PEANUT de-
excitation models. The QMD approach can provide reliable results down to
approximately 100 MeV per nucleon. In the region below this threshold2 a

1http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/ensdf/
2As for other FLUKA models no sharp energy cut is used in the FLUKA produc-

tion version, but rather an energy range in which a mixed sampling from both model
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model based on the BME theory is used to describe partial or complete fu-
sion of two colliding ions into a composite nucleus and the subsequent nuclear
thermalization process (Andersen et al., 2004; Cerutti et al., 2006). The BMEs
describe the time evolution of the momentum distributions of the nucleons in
the composite nucleus based on two-body elastic scattering and particle emis-
sion in the continuum (Cerutti et al., 2006). Since emission probabilities have
to be determined by computational intensive integrations of the BMEs, a pre-
computed database of ejectile probabilities for the complete fusion of different
nuclei combinations is used for fast MC sampling in FLUKA by interpola-
tion between the pre-computed systems whenever possible. If interpolation
from the pre-computed database is not feasible for a given composite nucleus,
the PEANUT pre-equilibrium model is invoked for thermalization. Once the
residual nuclei are in an equilibrium state, the PEANUT de-excitation models
are applied.

Neutron transport at low energies The description of transport and inter-
actions of neutrons below 20 MeV down to thermal energies is based on a
multi-group approach which uses cross section data for each of the 260 groups
(including 31 groups for thermal neutrons) starting from standard evaluated
databases (ENDF/B, JEF, JENDL, etc.) (Battistoni et al., 2007; FLUKA Col-
laboration, 2012).

2.3 Benchmarking nuclear models implemented in Monte
Carlo codes

2.3.1 Reaction cross sections

Paper VII compares predictions of reaction cross sections σR by FLUKA,
GEANT4 and PHITS to a large set of experimental data for a variety of sys-
tems. The presented FLUKA cross sections include some recent modelling
improvements for systems with light projectiles or targets (1 < A ≤ 4). The
largest differences in predictions of σR for the tested MC codes are found for
the region below 100 MeV per nucleon. These differences are partially due to
the different accounting for Coulomb effects in the codes. Fragmentations at
these lower energies contribute however only with a small fraction to fluences
in the patient. For higher energies, σR varies more slowly with energy. Still,
discrepancies for some projectile-target combinations up to some tens of per-
cents are observed. Often there is no or not accurate-enough experimental data

approaches is performed to allow for the smooth transition between the predictions of
the QMD model and the BME model.
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to estimate the adequacy of the models in regions where the model predictions
differ. Comparisons of σR predictions of FLUKA and GEANT4 models for
carbon ions at therapeutic energies on light targets show differences mostly
within about 10% and are in good agreement with measurements, see paper I.
For carbon ions on hydrogen, larger discrepancies were found for energies
below 20 MeV per nucleon. The GEANT4 cross section does not decrease to-
wards lower energies, as would be expected due to the Coulomb barrier. These
differences were subsequently reduced by the GEANT4 developers by modi-
fying the modelling of Coulomb effects in the code (Quesada, 2010).

2.3.2 Charged fragments

The prediction of charged fragment production for carbon ion beams by FLUKA
and GEANT4 was examined and compared with available experimental data
of both thin and thick target measurements of integral and differential (angle
and energy) quantities, see paper I. Differences between measurements and
MC predictions of some tens of percents were found for integral quantities
(such as integral charge-changing cross sections and fragment yields at differ-
ent depths in a water phantom) for both codes. FLUKA reproduces the overall
shape of the experimental angular yields rather well. Larger angles (4− 10◦)
of fragments with Z > 1 tend to be slightly underestimated and there are some
discrepancies in the forward angles. Angular yields predicted by GEANT4 nu-
clear models tend to underestimate experimental data for small angles whereas
larger angles tend to be overestimated for fragments with Z > 2. Disregarding
the integral yield, the experimental energy distribution of the produced frag-
ments is generally well described by models from both codes for the angles
which contribute most to the integral fragment yields.

2.4 Discussion and perspective

The performed benchmarks demonstrate that the nuclear models of both FLUKA
and GEANT4 can predict the attenuation of the primary carbon ion beam and
secondary charged fragment yields in reasonable agreement with experimental
data. It should be noted here that the discussed differences are expected to be
relevant for imaging applications, for studies examining cancer risk due to out-
of-field doses by light charged fragments and neutrons and, to some extend,
for the computation of RBE in the treated volume (Mairani et al., 2010). In-
stead, the observed differences have little impact in terms of the total absorbed
dose delivered by a therapeutic carbon ion beam and it was shown that the
depth and lateral dose profiles of carbon ion beams can be generally simulated
within the therapeutically required accuracy by MC codes like FLUKA, see
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for instance Parodi et al. (2012). According to a simple calculation, uncertain-
ties in charged fragment fluences can be estimated to introduce an uncertainty
in RBE-weighted doses in the high dose region of a carbon ion treatment field
of a few percents at most (paper I). A recent study performing a more detailed
evaluation also concludes that there is a mild impact on the RBE in the high
dose region for typical uncertainties in the nuclear fragment spectrum (Lühr
et al., 2012). Uncertainties in the prediction of RBE values for patient treat-
ment can be assumed to be generally much larger for carbon ion therapy, see
paper V.

Even though the attenuation of the primary carbon ion beam and integral
yields of charged fragments with depths are reasonably well predicted, there
are still substantial differences between the measurements and MC predictions.
This is on one hand due to the limited accuracy of the MC models describing
the complex chain of nuclear interactions (see section 2.2) for the relevant
energy regime and projectile-target combinations. There have been and are
several efforts to improve the accuracy of nuclear models implemented in MC
codes for ion beam therapy, for example by tuning them based on experimental
data (e.g. Hansen et al., 2012). However, such efforts are presently hindered by
the limited availability of adequate experimental data for systems and energies
of interest for ion beam therapy and the often sub-optimal accuracy of existing
measurements. As pointed out earlier, the validation and tuning of nuclear
models implemented in MC codes is preferably performed using data at the
‘single interaction level’ (i.e. cross section data) and not integral data, such as
coming from thick target experiments. Since the therapeutic application of ion
beams other than protons and carbon ions is expected to have a clinical revival
in near future1, the existing measurement data base should also be enriched
by measurements of other light ion beams, such as lithium and oxygen. This
would allow to validate the applicability of nuclear models implemented in
MC codes for these ions more accurately.

As a contribution to complement the existing experimental data base of
fragmentation measurements, the FIRST (Fragmentation of Ions Relevant for
Space and Therapy) experiment aims to obtain accurate cross section measure-
ments with a sophisticated detector set-up for projectile-target combinations
and energies relevant for ion beam therapy (Abou-Haidar et al., 2012; Golo-
sio et al., 2011; Pleskac et al., 2012). Using thin targets, the detector set-up
is designed to measure cross sections of charged fragments, differential in en-
ergy and angle, with a large angular acceptance (≈ 60◦). For forward angles,
also neutrons are measured and fragment masses can be resolved. The author
contributed to this project by developing the MC simulation of the complete

1Initial clinical use of some of these ions was conducted at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory (Berkeley (CA), USA) several decades ago (Petti and Lennox, 1994).
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experimental set-up of FIRST (Pleskac et al., 2012) and parts of the recon-
struction software for particle tracking in magnetic fields and track matching
as well as by assisting detector test measurements and data taking. The FIRST
experiment took data in summer 2012 at GSI for C-C at 400 MeV per nu-
cleon and C-Au at 400 MeV per nucleon. Data analysis and evaluation of the
MC simulation and reconstruction software are currently still ongoing. Further
measurements including other ions and energies are intended in future.

Based on an accurate experimental data base, nuclear models implemented
in MC codes should in the years to come continue, alongside with analytical
modelling approaches, to improve the quality of their predictive capabilities in
the description of nuclear fragmentation processes for their application to ion
beam therapy.
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3. Simulation of microdosimetric
quantities for ion beams

3.1 Introduction

The spatial distribution of energy deposition events of radiation in biological
targets is a factor influencing the complexity of the resulting damages and the
capacity of the cells to repair them correctly. Hence, the biological effective-
ness of an ion for cell inactivation is closely related to its track structure and
the spatial distribution of energy deposition events along a primary track is
crucial for quantifying damage induced in biological targets, as mentioned in
section 1.1.1. For ions, energy deposition occurs in the track core (radius on
the nm-scale) by the primary ion and by secondary electrons (delta-rays, Auger
and Coster-Kronig electrons) which travel larger distances from the track core.
Energy loss of the primary ion and production cross sections of secondary
electrons depend on energy and charge of the primary ion. This causes a track
structure which is specific to the energy and charge of the primary ion.

This chapter outlines the microdosimetric approach for measuring radia-
tion quality and spatial distribution of energy deposition events together with
aspects of commonly-used microdosimetric measurement devices and radiobi-
ological models for radiotherapy based on microdosimetric quantities. In the
last part of the chapter, the capacity of FLUKA for the simulation of micro-
dosimetric quantities for ion beams is discussed.

3.2 Linear energy transfer and microdosimetry

In principle, track structure provides a very detailed basis for radiobiological
modelling and there are efforts to model radiobiological effects through the de-
tailed description of the track structure and subsequent chemical and biological
processes (e.g., Chauvie et al., 2006; Nikjoo et al., 2008, 2006). However for
clinical applications, most radiobiological modelling approaches try to reduce
the great amount of information and parameters to a more easily manageable
form and biological effects are described based on concepts which aim to give
a measure of characteristics of the track structure, such as LET, radial dose
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profiles (amorphous track structure) and lineal energy (e.g., Cucinotta et al.,
1999; Elsässer et al., 2010; Hawkins, 2004; Paganetti et al., 1997; Rollet et al.,
2010; Wedenberg et al., 2010). LET and lineal energy serve also as quantities
which are used to estimate the biological effectiveness of measured radiation
doses for radioprotection (ICRP, 2007).

The unrestricted LET is defined as electronic stopping power (ICRU 16,
1970) and describes the energy loss due to collisions with atomic electrons
occurring along the trajectory of a primary charged particle. The LET concept
was developed to serve as an approximate description of the energy transfer by
charged particles while recognizing at the same time its serious limitations for
describing biological effects (ICRU 16, 1970; ICRU 36, 1983, Ch. 4):

• Particles with different charges and velocities can have the same LET.
However, the energy distribution of the delta-rays is dependent on the
velocity of the particle and can result in a significantly different spatial
energy distribution along the primary track.

• The LET, being a mean value, does not consider the random nature of
energy losses along a track. Consequently, it cannot alone describe the
energy deposition in a small volume in which the number of interactions
is small and thus fluctuating.

• LET does not consider the length of a primary track relative to a finite
target structure. The limited range of charged particles influences the
energy deposition in finite sites as the LET may change significantly
along the path through the site and as the track can begin or end in the
site.

It was experimentally shown that biological effectiveness has an inverse rela-
tionship with velocity of an ion (Goodwin et al., 1996) and that the RBE at a
given LET decreases as a function of increasing ion mass and charge for en-
ergies of interest for ion beam therapy (Furusawa et al., 2000). An attempt to
account for radial dimensions of a particle track was carried out by introduc-
ing the concept of restricted linear energy transfer (LET∆) which includes only
energy losses due to delta-rays with an energy smaller than ∆.

The field of microdosimetry, with pioneering works from Rossi and Rosen-
zweig (1955) and co-workers, sought to overcome some limitations of the LET
concept in describing biological effects by defining stochastic quantities re-
lated to energy depositions in microscopic volumes with materials relevant
for biological considerations (site concept) (Guetersloh et al., 2004; ICRU 16,
1970; ICRU 36, 1983; Kellerer and Chmelevsky, 1975, and references therein).
Tissue-equivalent proportional counters (TEPC) are detectors which mimic di-
mensions and medium characteristics similar to a mammalian cell nucleus.
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They respond to particles passing the sensitive volume of the TEPC as well as
penetrating delta-rays from particles passing close to the sensitive TEPC vol-
ume. TEPCs measure energy imparted per event and derived quantities such
as the lineal energy y = ε/l̄, which is defined as the quotient of energy im-
parted to matter in a volume by a single energy-deposition event ε and the
mean chord length in that volume l̄ (ICRU 36, 1983). Similarly, the specific
energy is defined by z = ε/m, where m is the mass of the microscopic volume.

Two commonly used averages of lineal energy spectra are the frequency
mean lineal energy

ȳF =
∫

∞

0
y f (y)dy , (3.1)

where f (y) is the (normalized) frequency probability density of y, and the dose
mean lineal energy

ȳD =
∫

∞

0
yd(y)dy =

1
ȳF

∫
∞

0
y2 f (y)dy , (3.2)

where d(y) is the (normalized) dose probability density. Averages for specific
energy z are defined analogously and mean specific energy in a volume is given
by

z̄D =

∫
∞

0 z2 f (z)dz∫
∞

0 z f (z)dz
, (3.3)

where f (z) is the frequency probability density of z.

3.3 Measurement devices for microdosimetry

TEPCs are the principal instrument used for measuring microdosimetric quan-
tities (ICRU 36, 1983). They generally mimic volumes of tissue with dimen-
sions on the µm-scale by a cavity with a size typically in the cm-range which is
filled with a low-density tissue-equivalent gas. However, measurements with
TEPCs down to tens of nanometres have been reported (Cesari et al., 2002)
and using the variance-covariance method (Kellerer and Rossi, 1984), mea-
surements down to 10 nm have been performed (e.g. Lillhök et al., 2007). In
recent years silicon solid state detectors are increasingly used as alternative
device for the measurement of microdosimetric quantities (Agosteo and Pola,
2011). For the commonly used walled TEPC, the gas cavity is surrounded by
a layer of tissue-equivalent plastic. It is known that the use of these walled
TEPCs leads to distortions of experimentally obtained microdosimetric distri-
butions with respect to distributions as expected in a microscopic tissue volume
which are due to the density differences between the cavity and the surround-
ing wall and the large size of the cavity. The effects leading to these distortions
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are termed wall effects and can be classified in four different types according
to ICRU 36 (1983, Ch. 5.2.2).

Delta-ray effect: Delta-rays, produced by a charged primary particle outside
of the cavity, enter the cavity together with the particle itself. Some of
these delta-rays would miss the cavity if it were of microscopic dimen-
sions or only some of the delta-rays and not the charged particle would
produce an event in the cavity. This effect was found to be important for
heavy charged particles. For protons at 5MeV, the frequency of such
double events due to delta-rays is about 15%.

Re-entry effect: An electron re-enters the cavity due to scattering processes.
This would not necessarily be the case for a microscopic region. This
effect is only relevant for primary electrons up to about 1MeV.

V effect: Several charged particles which are produced by a nuclear inelastic
interaction, typically at forward angles, impinge simultaneously on the
cavity. Again, this might not be the case if the considered region were
of microscopic dimensions since the respective angles would have to be
much smaller. The ‘V effect’ can lead to very large energy depositions
and may therefore have a noticeable impact on ȳD.

Scattering effect: Uncharged primary particles may produce charged parti-
cles in interactions which are close enough so that several of these par-
ticles enter the cavity. Probably only one of these particles would enter
the region for the same event if it were of microscopic dimensions.

All of the wall effects have in common that they increase the energy deposi-
tion per event in the TEPC by the superposition of energy deposition events
which would not occur simultaneously in a medium of uniform density. The
importance of the ‘V effect’ for lineal energy spectra of TEPC measurements
in phantoms irradiated with a carbon ion beam at therapeutic energies is in-
vestigated in paper III. Wall effects can be avoided when using micrometric
sensitive volumes. This is the case for solid state detectors (Agosteo and Pola,
2011). Alternatively, validated simulation tools can be used to disentangle
artefacts due to wall effects in the lineal energy spectra as shown in paper III.

3.4 Microdosimetry for radiobiological modelling and ap-
plications in radiotherapy

Microdosimetric quantities such as lineal energy y and the momenta of the
spectra ȳF and ȳD can be used to estimate RBE for therapeutic radiation fields.
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Several approaches have been proposed in the last decades that relate single-
event spectra to biological effectiveness. A method which was originally de-
veloped for neutron therapy by Menzel, Pihet, Wambersie and co-workers
(Loncol et al., 1994; Menzel et al., 1990) determines RBE with a biological
weighting function r(y) which characterizes the RBE as a function of y. Ac-
cording to this approach RBE is calculated by

WRBE =
∫

r(y)d(y)dy , (3.4)

where d(y) is the single-event dose probability density, see (3.2). The approach
can be also employed to predict RBE for therapeutic proton and ion fields
(Gerlach et al., 2002; Paganetti et al., 1997; Rollet et al., 2010).

Lindborg and Grindborg (1997) suggested an approximative relation be-
tween the ratios of the linear terms α of the linear-quadratic (LQ) model and
the ȳD-ratios for a reference radiation x and a test radiation i for early reacting
tissues and tumours

WRBE ≈
αi

αx
· 1

1+ dx
(αx/βx)

≈
ȳD,i

ȳD,x
· 1

1+ dx
(αx/βx)

, (3.5)

with the fractionation dose dx. They found this relation to be approximately
fulfilled for ȳD measured for spheres of a few nanometres (≈ 10nm). The
model was applied to neutron, proton and carbon therapy beams (Hultqvist
et al., 2010; Lillhök et al., 2007). A more recently developed model attempts
predictions of cell survival by a nanodosimetric-based LQ model for mixed
radiation qualities (Wang et al., 2007).

The MKM (Hawkins, 1994, 2004), previously mentioned in section 1.1.1,
provides a mechanistic description of cell damage by different radiation quali-
ties. It relates cell survival for different radiation qualities to stochastic energy
depositions in domains with a dimension of some microns. The cell nucleus
is divided in microdomains with radius RD (∼ 5 µm) and the sum of lesions
in the microdomains is related to cell survival: Lnucl = − ln(S). The cellular-
population-averaged number of lesions in the nucleus Lnucl is obtained by

Lnucl = (α0 +βxz̄D)D+βxD2 (3.6)

where D is the dose and the mean specific energy of the domain z̄D, see (3.3).
As a result of the derivation of the MKM formalism, βx is constant for differ-
ent radiation qualities and is set to the quadratic parameter of the LQ model
for the reference radiation, that is x-rays. α0 denotes the linear parameter of
the LQ model in the limit of LET→ 0. For practical purposes, α0 can be as-
sumed to be approximately equal to the αx for x-rays. z̄D can be obtained by
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microdosimetric measurements with TEPCs (Kase et al., 2006), by amorphous
track structure codes (Kase et al., 2008) or by MC simulations (Sato et al.,
2009). In the recently improved version of the MKM model (Kase et al., 2008,
2006), z̄D is replaced by the saturation-corrected specific energy z̄∗D (ICRU 36,
1983) and accounts for the decrease of RBE due to the overkill effect. This
extension of the MKM was validated recently for a large range of LETs and
different ions with a good agreement for in vitro cell experiments (Kase et al.,
2008; Sato et al., 2011). Further work with the aim of a clinical application
of the MKM is ongoing at NIRS (National Institute of Radiological Sciences,
Japan). A challenge for clinical application might be the fact that the domain
size is treated as a free RD parameter (Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 8).

Some controversial issues of microdosimetric approaches for the radiobi-
ological modelling of RBE and related quantities for ion beam therapy have
been raised.

• Biological response to radiation is assumed to involve mechanisms in
response to radiation damages on the scales down to nanometres (e.g.
DNA damage in form of single-strand breaks and double-strand breaks).
Spatial energy depositions in micrometre dimensions can be assumed
not to appreciate those effects adequately (IAEA, 2008, Annex II).
On the other hand, the success in describing cellular responses of the
previously-mentioned radiobiological modelling approaches, which use
energy deposition patterns on the scale of microns, indicate that impor-
tant effects for biological response can be reasonably accounted for.

• Vice versa, one can argue that aforementioned radiobiological modelling
approaches which rely only on nanodosimetric quantities for the pre-
diction of biological responses, fail to appreciate mechanisms on larger
scales, such as the importance of giant loops, as proposed by the frame
of LEM-IV (Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 8).

• An argument concerning the practicability of microdosimetric approaches
using biological weighting functions is that, since those weighting func-
tions are generally obtained by experimental data and are strictly only
valid for a given biological endpoint and dose level, it would require a
tremendous effort to establish databases required for all clinically rele-
vant situations (IAEA, 2008, Annex II).

Apart from their usefulness for radiobiological modelling, microdosimet-
ric quantities, such as lineal energy, can serve as a measure for homogeneity
of radiation quality for therapeutic ion beam treatment fields. As suggested in
paper V, they could be of use for optimization procedures in ion beam therapy.
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Microdosimetric quantities are superior to LET specifically for the character-
isation of radiation fields which consist of mixed ion species, as discussed in
section 3.2. A further application of microdosimetric measurements is that
they can provide a complementary approach to particle fluences to charac-
terize the radiation field produced by ions. Contributions of various charged
fragments to the lineal energy spectra can be observed in measurements (Endo
et al., 2007, 2010; Martino et al., 2010; Matsufuji et al., 2003) and simulations
(paper III).

3.5 Accuracy of FLUKA simulations of lineal energy for
ion beams

In order to use microdosimetry for ion beam therapy and radiobiological mod-
elling, physics models and computational tools for obtaining microdosimetric
quantities are needed. Besides simplified track descriptions, such as amor-
phous track structure models and parametrizations based on measurements,
MC codes can be of use to obtain these quantities (Rollet et al., 2010; Sato
et al., 2009). Additionally, MC simulations are also flexible enough to support
the design optimization, development and test measurements of new micro-
dosimetric measurement devices (e.g. Agosteo and Pola, 2011; Rollet et al.,
2012). For such applications, paper II investigates the accuracy and adequate
configuration of FLUKA for simulating lineal energy distributions and their
momenta, ȳF and ȳD, for ion beams for volumes with dimensions of the order of
one micron. The prediction of these quantities requires the correct modelling
of various electromagnetic processes including notably ionization and excitat-
ion of atomic electrons, which give rise to the electronic stopping power and
energy loss straggling, as well as the production and transport of secondary
electrons. This work analyses the accuracy and optimal configuration with
which FLUKA can be used to predict energy imparted on microscopic scales
by ions, such as measurable by TEPCs. It demonstrates that FLUKA can be
used to describe energy deposition patterns of ions in TEPC cavities and that it
provides an adequate description of the main features of lineal energy spectra.
According to the results one can expect to reproduce ȳF and ȳD within ±10%
of the measured values for ions with atomic numbers ranging from 1 to 26 and
energies from 80 up to 1000 MeV per nucleon. The root mean square (RMS)
deviation between FLUKA and measurements is 4.7% for ȳF

1 and 4.4% for ȳD.
It is also demonstrated that radial dose profiles of ions can be expected to be ac-
curate up to a sub-micron level. Predictions of microdosimetric quantities in ir-

1Excluding measurements with no or a very low minimum energy threshold εmin,
for details see paper II.
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radiation fields clinically relevant for ion beam therapy do not only require the
correct simulation of energy depositions by ions in microscopic volumes. They
also need a correct description of the fluences of primary and secondary ions at
a given position in the patient (see chapter 2). Paper III investigates therefore
microdosimetric quantities of mixed radiation fields as created by therapeutic
carbon ion beams in phantoms using FLUKA. For the tested measurements,
simulations of ȳF and ȳD were found to be respectively always within ±21%
(RMS 11%) and ±11% (RMS 5%) of the measured values. Contributions
of charged fragments to the lineal energy spectra were found to be generally
slightly underestimated which is in accordance with findings in paper I. More-
over, it was shown that the ‘V effect’ considerably modifies the lineal energy
spectra of charged fragments measured by TEPCs in phantoms and should be
corrected for when using such measurements for radiobiological models.

In conclusion, FLUKA was shown to simulate the energy imparted in mi-
crodosimetric volumes adequately, including features of the measured data
which are caused by energy loss straggling, the balance of delta electrons
which enter and exit the cavity and energy depositions by delta electrons in
the cavity due to ions passing outside of the TEPC cavity in the plastic wall of
the detector.
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4. Modelling of Compton
scattering and two-quanta
positron annihilation in medium

4.1 Motivation

The very conformal treatment which can be delivered with ion beam therapy
makes methods which allow to monitor independently the correct treatment
delivery in situ highly desirable for routine clinical quality assurance, as dis-
cussed in section 1.1.5. Current strategies aim at exploiting patient-exiting
secondary radiation to deduce particle ranges and dosimetric information in
vivo and include imaging of radioactivity distributions with PET and prompt-γ
imaging. MC techniques are employed for feasibility studies (Parodi et al.,
2005; Polf et al., 2009b) and full ion beam treatment simulations (Parodi et al.,
2008a,b) for PET and prompt-γ imaging. In addition to electromagnetic and
nuclear physics processes which are relevant for dosimetric and radiobiologi-
cal aspects in ion beam therapy, both monitoring techniques require an accurate
modelling of very specific physics processes. These include the production of
prompt-γ and β+-emitters in nuclear reactions, the description of the positron
annihilation process, as well as the faithful transport of signal photons and
particles causing background signals. Also physiological aspects, such as the
wash-out effect before β+-decay which is mainly due to perfusion (Parodi
et al., 2007b), has to be taken into account for a full modelling.

Two original physics models which provide an improved description of
Compton scattering and the angular correlation (and Doppler broadening) of
two-quanta positron annihilation in medium were developed, integrated in
FLUKA and validated in the frame of this thesis project. Details can be found
in paper IV. The development of these models complements a larger effort in
the community to improve and adapt the MC codes FLUKA and GEANT4 for
the modelling of ion beam imaging techniques for treatment verification in the
frame of ENVISION1. At the same time, the models describe basic physics
processes and are hence more generally applicable and potentially of benefit

1http://envision.web.cern.ch/ENVISION
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for a wider range of applications as discussed in the following section.

4.2 Model applications

Applications are of importance for models since they specify the desirable
accuracy of the developed models for different regions of their predictions.
Hence, the possible application areas influence the choice of the modelling ap-
proaches and their evaluation criteria. Compton scattering is a fundamental
interaction process being relevant for a wide spectra of simulation applica-
tions including notably: dosimetry, source shielding, photon detectors, medi-
cal linacs, PET and dose monitoring with prompt photons. These applications
generally benefit from a more accurate description of the Compton scattering
process. The advantage of the proposed model compared with less sophisti-
cated modelling approaches describing Compton scattering, such as the Klein-
Nishina formula and the form-factor approach, are apparent specifically for
low photon energies and heavy target elements, as pointed out in paper IV.
The Doppler broadening due to the motion of shell electrons is visible for
a wide range of energies and target elements. The correct prediction of the
angular photon distribution is in particular important for directional measure-
ment devices, such as Compton cameras (Richard et al., 2011, 2009; Seo et al.,
2011).

While the Compton scattering process has a fairly large application area,
angular correlation effects and Doppler broadening of two-quanta annihilation
radiation are relevant mostly only for applications where the focus is set on the
two-quanta annihilation process. Most prominently this is the case for PET.
The two-quanta positron annihilation is the underlying physical process which
is made use of by PET to obtain information about the location of positron
emitters. Besides its use for treatment monitoring in ion beam therapy, PET is
widely used in the field of molecular imaging to determine in vivo distributions
of biologically active molecules, such as proteins labelled with a positron emit-
ter (Gambhir, 2002; Rudin and Weissleder, 2003). For PET image reconstruc-
tion, the e+e− annihilation is assumed to occur on the line of response (LOR)
between two detectors activated by the annihilation photons. Figure 4.1 illus-
trates the annihilation position and a resulting LOR. Assuming an acollinearity
of θ = 5 mrad (the FWHM of the angular correlation distribution of annihila-
tion photon pairs for water is about 10 mrad) and a distance between the an-
nihilation reaction and the photon detection of d = 50 cm, the misestimation
of the position is ∆x = d sin(θ/2) = 1.25 mm. In comparison, today’s clinical
PET systems are able to reach resolutions of 3 mm and smaller (Kennedy et al.,
2006; Schlegel, 2010). PET systems used for the monitoring of cancer therapy
treatments with protons and ions can reconstruct particle ranges with a resolu-
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tion of about 3 mm (Jäkel et al., 2001a) and aim at even higher resolutions of
less than 1 mm. Consequently, the acollinearity of these photons in the labo-
ratory frame is an intrinsic limiting factor for the spatial resolution achievable
with the PET technique which is considered by many PET image reconstruc-
tion algorithms. This uncertainty adds to various other factors degrading the
image resolution of PET, such as the range the positron travels before anni-
hilation, photon scattering, the spatial detector resolution, false coincidence
events, wash-out effects of the positron-emitting isotopes, patient motion, etc.
All these factors lead to a blurring of the image, and are generally taken into
account in PET image reconstruction algorithms (Shibuya et al., 2007).

MC particle transport codes are used to describe positron emission, positron
annihilation, and other physical interactions relevant for PET (Jan et al., 2004;
Sommerer et al., 2009). Hence, they rely on an accurate description of the
underlying physical processes. Predicting the correct angular distribution of
two-photon annihilation radiation helps thus to simulate the spatial resolution
of PET more realistically.

θ

LOR

d

θ
2

e+
e−

∆x

Figure 4.1: Acollinearity of the annihilation photons is a factor, intrinsic to the
two-quanta positron annihilation process in medium, which limits the spatial res-
olution theoretically achievable with the PET technique. An e+e− pair annihilat-
ing into two photons with an angle θ is depicted. If the annihilation photons are
detected at a distance d, the maximum misestimation of the annihilation position
with respect to the LOR is ∆x.
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5. Prototype of a MC-based
treatment planning tool for
protons and ions

5.1 Introduction

Certified TPSs which use fast analytical dose engines are employed at ion
therapy facilities for the optimization of RBE-weighted dose distributions in
the patient in order to satisfy therapeutic dose prescriptions. Though com-
putationally more demanding, MC computations of patient doses can achieve
more accurate dose predictions in complex patient geometries (as discussed in
section 1.2) and are increasingly used to support treatment planning and dosi-
metric quality assurance for ion beam therapy. In this chapter, the prototype of
a newly-developed MC-based treatment planning (MCTP) tool for protons and
ions with Z ≤ 8 is presented. The versatile tool is aimed to be used for research
applications and to support treatment planning studies at ion beam therapy fa-
cilities. This thesis project has contributed to the tool by developing the code
and implementing the algorithms which are used for inverse treatment plan op-
timization (see paper VI), by extending the tool to ions other than protons and
by evaluating its performances. After a general introduction to the tool, the
following sections describe briefly the CT-conversion to MC geometry as well
as the dose-to-medium conversion scheme used. An evaluation of the MCTP
tool for protons can be found in paper VI. Treatment planning for carbon ions
is described in section 5.3. Section 5.4 introduces a study performed with the
MCTP tool which investigates the biological robustness of ion beam therapy
treatment plans.

5.2 Workflow and components of the MCTP tool

The MCTP tool is composed of various program components which require
several treatment- and facility-specific input information as illustrated in fig-
ure 5.1. The required input includes: (1) beam parameters for the generation
of the initial pencil beam particle phase spaces for different lateral positions,
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Figure 5.1: Treatment- and facility-specific input for the MCTP tool.

beam energies and focus sizes, also referred to as a beam library, (2) the pa-
tient planning CT or phantom geometry together with CT-specific parameters
for the conversion and calibration procedure to materials (described in sec-
tion 5.2.1) and (3) regions of interest for the plan optimization and evaluation,
i.e. PTVs and OARs, and the corresponding prescribed doses. For treatment
planning performed using a variable RBE, as necessary for carbon ions, (4)
radiobiological input tables derived from a radiobiological model (see sec-
tion 1.1.1 and 3.4) are needed for the calculation of RBE-weighted dose DRBE.
Starting from a pre-optimized set of pencil beams the MC code FLUKA is used
for the computation of MC dose kernels. These dose kernels are then used by
an iterative optimizer to obtain the ‘MC-optimized treatment plan’. A descrip-
tion of the workflow and details of the MCTP tool can be found in paper VI,
including in particular information about the pre-optimization, the FLUKA
configuration and set-up, the generation of radiobiological input tables using a
HIT re-implementation of the LEM and the optimization procedure and algo-
rithms.
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5.2.1 Conversion of CT data for MC calculations and range calibra-
tion

Unlike pencil beam algorithms, which generally use a water-equivalent ap-
proach, MC codes compute particle transport and dose deposition naturally
in media and model the human body as being composed of materials with
differing atomic compositions. A stoichiometric conversion scheme is used
to convert CT numbers into materials with a certain composition and mass
density. This is inevitably connected with approximations since there is no
injective correspondence between CT numbers and tissue compositions. The
CT segmentation procedure according to Schneider et al. (2000) and Parodi
et al. (2007a) is used by the MCTP tool. It divides materials into 27 material
groups for different HU intervals: 1 group for air, 1 group for lung tissue, 7
groups for soft tissues, 15 groups for skeletal tissues and 3 groups for high-Z
materials. Each group has a fixed material composition and a nominal mass
density with corresponding characteristics for physics processes. Instead, a
continuous mass density is assigned to each voxel based on a conversion from
the corresponding HU (Schneider et al., 2000). Such a scheme has the advan-
tage to reduce significantly memory usage and initialization time, compared to
an approach using thousands of material definitions which would be required
to cover accurately the whole HU range. Nuclear processes in a given voxel
are assumed in the scheme to rescale with the ratio of the actual mass density
divided by the nominal mass density of the material group. A HU-dependent
tuning of the stopping power (and other electromagnetic processes) calculated
by the MC codes is used to assure a matching of the MC-calculated particle
ranges with ranges predicted by the TPS using WEPL/range tables (see sec-
tion 1.1.4). This allows to evaluate differences in MC- and TPS-calculated
treatment plans which are primarily due to approximations in the analytical
dose engine for heterogeneous patient geometries, opposed to differences re-
sulting from different particle range calibrations1.

5.2.2 Conversion of dose-to-medium to dose-to-water

MC computations on the patient-CT grid use generally media with differing
elemental compositions, as described in the previous section. Thus, MC codes
compute a priori dose-to-medium (also dose-to-tissue). Since clinical expe-
rience and dosimetry protocols, are based on dose-to-water as dose engines
used for treatment planning traditionally use a water-equivalent approach, it

1To be precise, it should be noted that the range uncertainties originating from the
CT conversion scheme for MC are smaller than the ones for the CT conversion scheme
used for analytical dose calculation according to evaluations from Paganetti (2012).
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is also recommended to compute dose-to-water for MC implementations to
make the MC predictions directly comparable with TPS predictions (Chetty
et al., 2007).1 The methodology described by Sommerer et al. (2012) is used
to compute dose-to-water for the MCTP tool. In essence, it uses the track-
length fluence of all crossing particles multiplied with the corresponding mass
stopping powers for water. Dose conversion methods performed during MC
particle transport, such as the one mentioned here, are commonly referred to
be ‘on-the-fly’. This is in contrast to retroactive conversion methods which are
applied after MC dose calculations (Paganetti, 2009).

5.3 Treatment planning for carbon ions

Capabilities and performance of the MCTP tool for the computation of treat-
ment plans in phantoms and patient CT geometries are presented in paper VI
for CNAO treatment conditions for proton therapy. In collaboration with HIT,
the tool was adapted to be able to perform also treatment planning for carbon
ions with HIT treatment conditions for carbon ion therapy. This was achieved
by merging the MCTP tool with parts of the FLUKA-based MC framework
FICTION (FLUKA Integrated Framework for CT-based calculations in Ion
Therapy), developed at HIT (Sommerer et al., 2012) and using the correspond-
ing visualisation tool (Unholtz et al., 2011). The FICTION tool was validated
and fine-tuned carefully to reproduce dosimetric measurements for HIT treat-
ment conditions.

5.3.1 Examples of carbon ion treatment plans

Two test plans obtained using the MCTP tool are presented. The MCTP tool
was used to compute and optimize a treatment field for a cube-shaped PTV in
water. The pencil beams were optimized to yield a constant absorbed dose of
1 Gy in the PTV. Figure 5.2 shows the contour plots of the absorbed dose.

As a further test case, a test patient plan for a carbon ion treatment of a
brain tumour for HIT treatment conditions was created using the MCTP tool.
A biological optimization was performed to obtain an RBE-weighted dose of
3 GyE in the PTV using RBE values predicted by the LEM-I for chordoma
cell survival. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show a comparison of the example treatment
plan created by the certified analytical TPS used at HIT (SIEMENS Syngo
PT Planning) and a MC re-calculation of the same treatment plan using the
FLUKA-based FICTION tool (Sommerer et al., 2012) together with a treat-
ment plan computed with the MCTP tool and displayed with FICTION.

1A further argument is that cells, which are the main target of radiation therapy,
contain a large fraction of water and can generally be well approximated by water.
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Figure 5.2: Carbon ion field computed and optimized by the MCTP tool for a
cube-shaped PTV in water. The pencil beams were optimized to yield a constant
absorbed dose of 1 Gy in the PTV.
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Figure 5.3: Test treatment plan of a brain tumour treated with carbon ions. DVHs
of the CTV and the brain stem of a treatment plan created with an analytical
treatment planning tool, the MC re-calculation of the same plan and a treatment
plan created with the MCTP tool.
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a) TPS

b) MC re-calculation

c) MCTP

Figure 5.4: Test treatment plan of a brain tumour treated with carbon ions.
Sagittal (left), coronal (middle) and axial (right) view are shown for (a) a treat-
ment plan created with a TPS using an analytical dose engine, (b) the MC re-
calculation of the same plan and (c) a treatment plan created with the MCTP
tool. RBE-weighted doses are shown in colourwash-scale. HUs of the planning
CT are shown in grey-scale. Contours show the CTV and the brain stem.
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For the used test patient plan only minor differences between the treatment
plan created using the analytical TPS, the MC re-calculation, and the one cre-
ated with the MCTP tool are observable. The MC re-calculation of the plan
created by the analytical TPS predicts a slight over-dosage in the CTV. This
over-dosage is corrected using the MCTP tool. This test patient plan serves
as a show case. Larger discrepancies between plans obtained using a MC re-
calculation of an analytical TPS and MCTP can be expected in the presence of
tissue regions in the beam with large heterogeneities and patient cases involv-
ing metallic implants (Paganetti et al., 2008; Parodi et al., 2007b).

5.4 Investigating the biological robustness of ion beam
therapy treatment plans

RBE values clinically used for the treatment of patients with carbon ions are
subject to uncertainties originating from several sources (see paper V for more
details). In terms of their clinical importance one can discriminate between
absolute misestimations and relative misestimations. Absolute misestimations
of RBE lead to a systematic but constant over- or under-dosage of tumours
and healthy tissues for a given treatment protocol. Such misestimations can
be detected and corrected for by clinical dose escalation trials. Dose esca-
lation trials are common practice in carbon ion therapy and have the aim to
find an adequate compromise between tumour control probability and normal
tissue complication probability (Linz et al., 2012, Ch. 30, p. 517). Instead,
systematic relative misestimations of RBE and survival are more difficult to
detect clinically and lead generally to a worse treatment outcome and a flat-
tened dose-response curve. Figure 5.5 illustrates schematically different types
of misestimations of RBE-weighted doses in the tumour volume for a single
carbon ion field. Possible relative misestimations include (but are not limited
to) unwanted RBE-weighted dose gradients in the tumour volume, over- or
under-dosage as a function of size of the SOBP and over- or under-dosage as
a function of depth of the SOBP.

In paper V the sensitivity of carbon ion treatment fields to uncertainties in
biological treatment parameters is investigated. The study evaluates the risk
for different types of RBE misestimations occurring according to LEM predic-
tions (see section 1.1.1) for single carbon ion fields and differently optimized
opposed carbon ion fields. The study is performed using the MCTP tool de-
scribed in this chapter.
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Figure 5.5: Schematical illustration of absolute and relative false predictions of
RBE-weighted doses in the tumour volume for a single carbon ion field.
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6. Conclusions and perspectives

Dose and fluence computation tools using the MC technique serve since many
years as reference tools for accurate dose computations for radiotherapy. Ion
beam therapy, as an emerging radiation therapy modality, requires a continu-
ous effort to develop and improve MC particle transport codes for applications
in dosimetry and imaging in ion beam therapy. In the framework of this the-
sis project, physics models of the MC codes FLUKA and GEANT4 have been
validated and developed for applications in ion beam therapy. Furthermore, the
prototype of a novel MCTP tool for ion beam therapy was developed, success-
fully tested using realistic treatment conditions and applied in a research study
investigating the robustness of ion therapy treatment plans to uncertainties in
biological treatment parameters. Major conclusions of the present thesis are:

F FLUKA and GEANT4 are able to predict integral thick target yields
and cross sections of secondary charged fragments for carbon ions with
therapeutic energies generally within 10-30% of experimental values.
Yields differential in angle predicted by FLUKA are in good agreement
with experimental data. Large angles (≈ 10◦) tend to be slightly under-
estimated. For nuclear models of GEANT4, angular charged fragment
yields tend be overestimated for larger angles (≈ 10◦) and underesti-
mated for forward angles (≈ 0◦) in some cases. The energy distribu-
tions at angles contributing most to the integral yields are generally well
predicted by both codes. Observed differences in the production of sec-
ondary charged fragments are expected to be relevant for imaging ap-
plications using these fragments and for studies examining cancer risk
due to out-of-field doses. Their impact on the RBE in the high dose re-
gion of carbon ion treatment fields is estimated to be on the level of a
few percent only. Existing experimental data are scarce and often lim-
ited in accuracy. This impedes a more detailed benchmarking of nuclear
models implemented in MC codes. New measurements of nuclear inter-
actions will allow for more sensitive benchmarks in near future. For in-
stance, detailed measurements of differential cross sections of 12C ions
at 400 MeV per nucleon on a carbon target were recently acquired by
the FIRST experiment. Once evaluated, these measurements can help to
improve the accuracy of nuclear models for ion beam therapy.
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F FLUKA is able to simulate microdosimetric quantities, such as lineal
energy, for radiation fields generated by ion beams. It is capable of re-
producing the momenta of measured lineal energy spectra ȳF and ȳD
within ±10% for single ions with charges from 1 to 26 and energies
from 80 up to 1000 MeV per nucleon for all tested cases. The respective
RMS deviation is 4.7% for ȳF and 4.4% for ȳD. Lineal energy in mixed
radiation fields produced by therapeutic carbon ion beams in phantoms
can be also predicted by FLUKA. The agreement with measured values
was found to be within ±21% (RMS 11%) and ±11% (RMS 5%) for
ȳF and ȳD, respectively. The ‘V effect’ (see section 3.3 for definition)
was found to be of importance for microdosimetric measurements of
ion beams in phantoms with walled measurement devices and should be
taken into account and corrected for when interpreting the data or using
it for the estimation of biological effects. The obtained results allow to
envisage the use of FLUKA for the generation of microdosimetric quan-
tities as input for radiobiological models which describe the biological
effectiveness of ion beams based on microdosimetric quantities, such
as the MKM. Moreover, it was shown that the predictive capabilities of
FLUKA physics models make FLUKA a reliable tool for design and
optimization studies of novel microdosimetric measurement devices.

F Two newly-developed physics models allow for the detailed simulation
of Compton scattering and of angular correlation (and Doppler broad-
ening) of two-quanta positron annihilation in medium. Both modelling
approaches take into account the shell electron motion and binding ef-
fects. Thereby, they allow for an accurate simulation of physics pro-
cesses which are relevant for PET and prompt-γ imaging for ion beam
therapy treatment monitoring in vivo. When compared with measure-
ments the models show a satisfactory agreement. Both models were de-
veloped as native FLUKA models and are included in FLUKA releases.

F This thesis project contributed to the development of the prototype of
a novel MCTP tool, based on FLUKA as dose and fluence engine. It
allows to perform single- and simultaneous multiple-field optimization
for realistic patient treatment conditions and for dosimetric quality as-
surance for irradiation conditions at CNAO and HIT. It uses iterative
optimization procedures which allow for the optimization of absorbed
dose and RBE-weighted dose using radiobiological input tables gener-
ated by radiobiological models. Using a re-implementation of the LEM,
the MCTP tool can be employed to perform treatment planning studies
using ions with atomic numbers Z ≤ 8. The tool is aimed to be used
in future for research applications (e.g. next point) and to support treat-
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ment planning at ion beam facilities. It can be used to re-calculate a
given treatment plan computed by certified TPSs which use analytical
dose engines and provide a ‘second opinion’ based on MC. Performing
MC treatment planning, in a next step, a new MC-optimized plan can be
obtained. Future developments of the MCTP tool could consist in fur-
ther optimizing its computation speed, simplifying its workflow as well
as integrating it in a more automated and flexible environment.

F The impact of uncertainties in input parameters to the biophysical mod-
elling of RBE values for treatment plans was investigated by a sensi-
tivity analysis. The study was performed using the newly-developed
MCTP tool. Moderate variations (up to ±50%) of model input param-
eters, such as α and β , were found to result mostly in absolute misesti-
mations of RBE-weighted doses in the PTV for single fields. However,
larger variations of model parameters or variations of RBE predictions
by different biophysical modelling approaches may also lead to signifi-
cant RBE-weighted dose gradients in the PTV. By optimizing for a more
uniform radiation quality in the PTV, RBE-weighted dose gradients can
be substantially reduced compared to other optimization strategies. For
this work, optimization for a more homogeneous radiation quality in the
PTV was performed using RBE as a measure for radiation quality. For
the investigated scenarios, this measure worked reliably. Approaches
using physical quantities, such as LET or lineal energy, could be used as
a measure of radiation quality for treatment plan optimization in future
and might be preferable since they are independent of any radiobiologi-
cal modelling. Improvements of biological robustness by optimizing for
a constant RBE in the PTV occur at the expense of an increased entrance
dose compared to optimization strategies which are aimed to minimize
the integral dose to the patient. Treatment fields using SFUD optimiza-
tion represent an intermediate solution in terms of integral dose and bi-
ological robustness. In general, the benefits of sparing normal tissues
and critical structures should be balanced against physical and biologi-
cal robustness for ion therapy treatment plans. A detailed consideration
of all these aspects is desirable for treatment planning. Several strategies
have been proposed in the literature to optimize IMPT treatment plans
systematically with respect to uncertainties in physical parameters. An
extension to take systematically into account also biological uncertain-
ties in ion therapy treatment plans could help to improve the outcome of
ion therapy treatments.
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